
1 A 19th Century black-painted tinned iron and brass Magic Lantern, a.f., lacks illuminant, lacquered brass Ross 
4in Concentric lens, with wheel of stops, serial no 48373, iron apothecaries' pocket scales and weights, cased, 
and darkroom enamelled dishes, books, plate holders, plate washer, Eastman Thermometer, flasks and lamp (a 
lot) 
£30-40

2 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, very large collection, including photographic topographical UK and Europe, 
natural history, UK country houses and sights, religious, African church congregation youngsters, France, Italy, 
stories, and many others, in trays and boxes (qty) 
£50-80

3 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic including P&O ships under construction and at sea, Indian 
topographical and others, some with P&O titles, chromolitho Boer War, including British leaders, religious, slides 
from chromolitho story sets, astronomical, Egypt, UK churches, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, natural history, 
quarter-plate negatives, shipping, fishing and fishermen, James Valentine Norway, UK country houses and 
others (large qty, apx ¾ of cage trolley) 
£100-150

4 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, quarter-plate religious negatives, UK topographical, photographic theatrical 
Hamlet, G W Wilson Scotland (6), photographic story sets, European topographical, Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, 
Durban, 19th Century travel, natural history, Royal Navy ships, yachts racing and Cornish and Belgian beach 
holidays (large qty, apx half of cage trolley) 
£70-100

5 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Sanger Shepherd Natural Colour Photographs, pastoral scenes and flowers, G 
(7) 
£40-60

6 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic' life model' story series - Rider & Co 'Those Merry Bells' (20), Rider 
& Co 'Blind Betty's Text', one cover glass missing (19) Rider & Co 'The Cabin-Boy's Bible' (19) and unknown 
'Betty and Joe' (17) (75) 
£40-60

7 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic life model' story series - 'The Torn Bible', with mixed media (22) and 
Bamforth & Co 'Her Benny' (37), York & Son (?) 'The Oiled Feather', some text slides including title slide (27) 
and unknown, studio series of small boy on board ship (6) (92) 
£60-80

8 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic Imperial Airways series by Slide House Ltd, Victoria (adjacent to 
Imperial Airways HQ) - Short Empire flying airliners on various routes including Cape and West Indies and Mayo 
Composite/Mercury seaplane in action, and other aircraft, P-F (17) and Australian industry series, P (12) (29) 
£20-30

9 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic slides, probably from 1950s lecture series - including copies of 
Edward Steichen (1879-1973) - 'The Thinker', 1902, 'Self-Portrait', 1901, 'Self-Portrait', circa 1929 and 'Maurice 
Chevalier', 1929 (4); with Dufaycolor (?) of "Rosemary" by M F Harker (Margaret Harker 1920-1913, 
photographer and pioneer UK photographic educator, former president of the RPS), and another from same 
sitting (2), colour still life of candles (1), 'modernist' images of sitters, including dodged images (11), portraits (8), 
still life (5) and architectural (9) (40) 
£100-150

10 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, medium format holiday colour images, Herefordshire, Shropshire, and others, 
1950s, with earlier thematic lantern slides, including Dutch windmills, and others (a lot) 
£30-50

11 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, mahogany-mounted comic slipping slides, most hand-coloured, some chromolitho 
- double (9), single (7), some a.f, broken, with others incomplete, broken and a.f. (6), and rackwork drinking 
horse, a.f., broken, incomplete (1) (23) 
£40-60
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12 Magic Lantern Slides, 3¼in sq wooden slide changers, including W C Hughes type with rotating notched brass 
Discretion, lacks handle, and Beard Eclipse, with mahogany-mounted hand-coloured sliders, various sizes, 
some in wooden boxes (22), chromolitho 'The Soldier's Dream' set, with main slide and four effect slides, in 
wooden box, and Primus boxed sets - Famous British Locomotives and Famous Liners of the World (a lot) 
£50-80

13 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Merl La Voy (1885-1953), one slide credit, and others - photographic slides taken 
in China during ascendancy of warlord Chang Tso Lin, probably mid-1920s, including US troops in role to protect 
Western interests - in sandbagged guard post on Soochow Creek, Shanghai, US officer with General Liu Wang 
Tao (La Voy credit), digging trenches, Chang tso Lin's artillery, US marines with machine gun and ammunition 
wagon, Japanese naval landing party drilling, with Nanking National council group, and others (21) 
£100-150

14 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, London and surroundings - large collection in twelve-drawer wooden card-index 
chest and seven wooden cases (a lot) 
£100-150

15 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, various - photographic Queen Victoria's funeral (14), amateur George V 
Coronation, windy day (1), title slides (7) and Church of England Zenana Missionary Society, India - patients, 
school, Quetta, nurse on camel an teacher and girls in cart (8) (30) 
£20-30

16 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Graystone Bird (1862-1943), of 38 Milsom Street, Bath - photographic slides - 
Unloading Timber, dockside steam crane, Marjorie, A Pleasant Meeting, The Sisters, The Lonely Watcher, Knee 
Deep in Ferns and Waiting for Breakfast, hens (7) and photographis slides with text (22) 
£40-60

17 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, American topographical photographic, McAllister and others - New York, 
including railroad, Jumbo at Brighton Beach, and others (14), New Bedford, Mass (5) and boats and others in 
Maine and elsewhere (14), circa 1890s, P-F (43) 
£30-50

18 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic North Wales topographical - unnamed, printed numbers, good 
quality images, title slide 'Lliwedd, Lllanfairpwllgwngwll, Machynlleth', including Menai Bridge, bathing machines, 
probably 'Fire Queen', 1848, now at Penryhn Castle, with slate wagons on Padarn Railway, slate quarries, ships, 
castles and ladies, images circa 1870 (51) 
£40-60

19 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK photographic and engravings - transport including goat cart, building a horse 
bus, circus cars, stage coach in Australia, costermonger's cart, lifeboat, gig,and various 43)others including Cecil 
Rhodes on trek (43) 
£30-50

20 Tinned or Russian Iron and Brass Magic Lanterns, all varying condition, P-F, converted a.f., incomplete (6), with 
modern lanterns/projectors, a.f. (3) (9) 
£40-60

21 Carpenter and Westley 'Improved Phantasmagoria Lantern' Outfit, comprising black-painted lantern and chimney 
with maker's plate to front 'Carpenter & Westley 24 Regent Street London', in maker's wooden chest, paper 
labels to front and inside lid, inner label with ink inscription '5 long views, a Chromathrope, 25 short views, 1852', 
lantern F, hole roughly cut into back, chest F-G (1), with hand-painted/hand-coloured slides - chromatropes, one 
lacking string, one incomplete (3), fountain Discretion from a mechanical slide (1), lever-action slides, including 
ship at anchor and gout sufferer, one lever missing (6), peacock and cat and mice slipping slides (2), tightrope 
tumbler and fairy queen (?) in shell drawn by peacocks, lacks slipping glasses, double slipping slides (2), long 
slides, four images (2) and copper-plate sliders, four images (3), with anonymous lever action slide, ship at 
anchor (1), F-G (21) 
£250-350

22 A Newton & Co Mahogany-Mounted Hand-Coloured Double Slipping Magic Lantern Slide, bearded man 
swallowing rat, G (1) 
£30-50
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23 Mahogany-Mounted Slipping Magic Lantern Slides, hand-coloured - man with moving eyes, woman smoking, 
priest with moving eyes, Cox boot removal (4) and chromolitho - large umbrella and 'Irish Stew', G (2) (6) 
£30-50

24 Mahogany-Mounted Slipping Magic Lantern Slides, hand-coloured - gent's rolling up trousers, 'aesthetic' sitter in 
front of studio camera, boy raiding jam cupboard and chromolitho - When Shall We Three Meet Again, Soldiers 
Losing Heads and A Real Native, G (6) 
£40-60

25 Mahogany-Mounted Lever-Action Magic Lantern Slides, hand-coloured - boy riding pig bareback and girl 
skipping, G (2) 
£40-60

26 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, dissolve sets - coloured photographic - Penzance (2), Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh 
(2) and chromolitho Houses of Parliament (2), G (6) 
£30-40

27 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, dissolve sets - hand-painted Carpenter & Westley Mosque day to night-time 
windows, latter with non-projecting crack (2), coloured photographic exhibition building (3), G () 
£40-60

28 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, coloured photographic life model set 'The River Singers', with copy of reading, G 
(30) 
£60-80

29 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, coloured photographic life model set Bamforth & Co 'Found At Last', G (17) 
£40-60

30 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Canada and USA photographic topographical, some coloured - Canada From 
Quebec to the Rocky Mountains' (49), 'Three Weeks in the USA and Canada', with Riley Bros reading (26 out of 
30), part set 'United States and Canada' (24) and chromolitho transfer Primus 'Our Colonies - Canada' (8), P-G 
(107) 
£30-40

31 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, chromolitho transfer story sets - Primus Junior Lecturer's Series - 'Alice in 
Wonderland', in three parts (24), 'Wild Animals' (8), with other makes 'Dogs and Monks of St Bernard' (12) and 
'Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight' (12), in original boxes, P-G (56) 
£40-60

32 Magic Lantern Slides, mahogany-mounted - hand-painted Carpenter & Westley lever, two cracks, hand-coloured 
comic slipping slides (4), rackwork chromolitho bearded man and rat (1), with various 3¼in sq topographical and 
chromolitho sliders, with three half-plate double dark slides; (a lot) 
£30-50

33 Magic Lantern Slides, mahogany-mounted - hand-coloured comic slipping slides (4), hand-coloured lever-action 
growing chin (1) and rackwork (3), P-F, incomplete, with quantity of broken or incomplete mechanical slides, 
Biblical slides, 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, all P, a.f, and magic lantern lens (a lot) 
£30-50

34 Magic Lantern Slides, mahogany-mounted hand-coloured, hand-painted and chromolitho topographical slides 
including view of Singapore, Osborne House, Windsor Castle and comic 'The Last Piece of Family Plate' (12), P-
F 
£30-50

35 A late 19th Century mahogany and brass Biunial Magic Lantern, with pair of hinged access doors to each side, 
twin carrying handles, tinned iron chimney cowl and sliding brass dissolve curtain, 650mm high, F, lacks 
illuminants, possibly once later fitted with star dissolve or electric illuminants 
£200-300

36 An early 20th Century Baker oxidised brass Projection Microscope Magic Lantern Attachment, with conical brass 
water tank with condenser lens, possibly for saccharimeter use, in wooden case, 410mm wide, G, incomplete, 
parts missing 
£70-100
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37 A 35mm Projection Lantern, with condenser, 500mm long, G, restored and 'made-up', lacks illuminant 
£100-150

38 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, early 20th Century - including good quality Glasgow wealthy amateur - family 
portraits and groups, three girls in snow on sledge, family servant washerwoman, two children with nursemaid, 
dog, young man with bicycle (2), grooms with pony trap, girls in running race and keen rider with Ordinary 
(Pennyfarthing) bicycle and others, with George Washington Wilson 'Characters and Types' (4), street vendor, S 
J Beckett, FRPS (1870-1940), Swiss views (4), and others, F-G (85) 
£50-80

39 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK good amateur photographic topographical, taken and used by vicar for 
lectures (see lot P15), including holiday trip to New Forest, including portrait groups of travellers in camps, sign 
posts, roads with stones or flints alongside for repair, also Cambridge, Ruined Monasteries and other churches 
and buildings, in four wooden cases, circa 1930, G, with story sets, unchecked (5) and chromolitho 
chromatropes, one a.f. (2) (apx 300) 
£50-80

40 An early 20th Century Russian iron and lacquered brass Wrench Magic Lantern, with 7 inch lens and gas 
illuminant, possibly later, with reflector, curtain and slide changers (2), in metal case, F 
£50-80

41 The Noakes 'Quad' Magic Lantern or Noakesoscope (Special Auction Services wishes to extend its gratitude to 
Dr Richard Crangle for the following lot description and analysis), description - the lantern body of single, unitary 
mahogany and lacquered brass construction (not triunial with a demountable ‘single’ or two stacked biunials), 
but stands no taller than the average triunial: 35 inches including the baseplate, plus 2 inches for the detachable 
domed top and maybe another 6 inches for the absent chimney cowl; the body is 10 inches long and 9¼ inches 
wide, attached to its baseplate (23 by 11 inches) by two hinges along its back edge – this allows it to be tilted to 
elevate the lenses by around 10 degrees, secured by rotary clamps at the front corners ;there are no lifting 
handles; all references to ‘right’ and ‘left’ here refer to the sides of the lantern when looking ‘forward’ towards its 
lenses; there are four hinged access doors (6½ by 5¾ inches) on the right side, aligned with the illuminant 
chambers inside, and four dummy doors (moulded wooden panels screwed onto the body, complete with fake 
catches and inspection windows) in matching positions on the left side; the interior of the body is lined with 
tinned iron sheet spaced from the wood; the original chimney cowl is missing (and also not visible in a 1940s 
photograph); the chimney hole in the lantern top has been blanked off with a metal sheet to prevent light 
escaping upwards; from the ‘workshop’ photo the chimney cowl appears to have been a standard Noakes 
pattern; there are three sets of objective lenses (6, 8 and 10 inch focal length) and a set of lens extension tubes - 
these allow configurations for projection in spaces ranging from a small parlour (Gordon Noakes used the lantern 
in his home) up to the Albert Hall (around 130 feet [40m] ‘throw’, giving an image width of 40 feet [12m]); there 
are also, unusually, five extra sets of condenser lenses of varying convexity and focal length, which could be 
swapped in and out of the cylindrical condenser mounts within the lantern body to give further variations; in other 
words this was the travelling set-up of a highly professional, indeed perfectionist, lanternist who knew exactly 
how to achieve the best effect in different situations; it was originally illuminated by limelight: screw holes in the 
back of the lantern correspond to the mountings of a dissolving gas tap and pipe fastenings, as seen in the 
‘workshop’ photograph; however there are references in accompanying press cuttings to electric arc illumination, 
so it was modified at some stage (perhaps by Gordon Noakes); the current lamp fittings, which are fed by 
post-1970s cables arranged neatly on the back of the lantern, are bayonet mountings for large 500-watt projector 
bulbs, which are mounted on horizontal bars with thumbscrews for lateral adjustment relative to the lantern body, 
which probably relate to the electric arcs rather than being original (they are not visible in the ‘workshop’ 
photograph); dimensions of lantern - 920mm high, 690mm deep, 280mm, dimensions of iron-bound wooden 
lantern-carrying chest - 970mm high, 640mm wide, 330mm deep, dimensions of iron-bound wooden slide chest- 
840mm high, 660mm wide, 350mm deep. Analysis - the 'Noakes Quad' was a ‘workhorse’ rather than a ‘show 
pony’ – compared to some triunials there is no ostentatious decoration, beyond the typical wooden beading, 
shaped chimney and brass fittings contrasting with the mahogany body; this may reflect its being built for Noakes
’s own use, rather than in the hope of attracting commercial orders; it shows signs of considerable use: some of 
the metal surfaces are rubbed and worn, and there is localised charring to the wooden body; rather surprisingly, 
the four lenses are not aligned along the vertical centre-line of the lantern body, being one inch closer to the right 
side than to the left: there is no obvious practical explanation for this; the same arrangement is replicated inside 
the body, where the metal lining includes an additional spacing chamber at the left side, running through all four 
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compartments; both sides carry engraved brass plates reading ‘NOAKES’ PATENT'; however, no patent for a 
four-lens lantern is known, and it is unlikely that such an ‘invention’ would have been patentable anyway, being 
just an extension of the principles well-known in the ‘prior art’ of biunial and triunial lanterns.; if the four-lens 
configuration had been patented, we might expect it to have been made commercially: patents require the 
invention to find commercial success to recoup the initial and ongoing fees; the ‘Noakes Patent’ designation 
must refer to one or more detailed design refinements, probably the same ones claimed by similar plates on 
Noakes’s triunials; the right side also has a brass maker’s plate at the top, reading: 'D.W. NOAKES, 
“PLEYDELL”, HUMBER ROAD, WESTCOMBE PARK S.E.'; that is the address recorded for Noakes in the 1901 
Census, and is probably the house at Westcombe Park mentioned as “lately purchased” in an 1897 OMLJ 
interview, where he lived until around 1924; the plate could, of course, have been added later, though it is 
overlaid by other fittings and looks original; if it was attached during construction, the lantern can have been 
made no earlier than 1896; there is other circumstantial evidence on dating: Noakes published a small booklet 
listing lectures he offered, giving the same Humber Road address and including the remark that “I have 
constructed a Quadruple projection apparatus (the only one existing)"; the booklet quotes glowing press reviews, 
including one praising a “very fine lantern, which was manipulated with practised skill” – however the original 
1893 newspaper source used the wording “very fine patent triple lantern;” in other words the Quad was not in 
use in 1893, yet it definitely was in use by 1901, when (the earliest press reference found so far) a lecture by 
Pastor Charles Spurgeon was supported by “Mr D.W. Noakes with his Quadruple Dioramic Lantern". Magic 
Lantern Slides - the 'Noakes Quad' magic lantern to be offered with large collection of mahogany-mounted 
3¼sq. in. magic lantern slides, mainly photographic and coloured photographic, being the working collection of 
David Noakes as a professional lanternist, including slides from 11 out of the 12 readings in Noakes' printed 
'Syllabus of Dioramic Lectures', probably printed circa 1901 (treating No. 12 and No. 13 'England Bisected by a 
Steam Launch' as one set, missing only No. 3 'A Visit to Cloudland'), three period copies of the Syllabus included 
in lot, some sets in the Syllabus including effects, with occasional rackwork slides, contents of each set not 
checked for completeness, some slides for use in more than one set - sets detailed as : No. 1 'The Victorian Era' 
(122), No. 2 'Picturesque Devon' (50), No. 4 'Rambles in Normandy and Brittany' (78), No. 5 'Antwerp, Brussels 
and Waterloo' (54), No. 6 'River Rambles or The Strange Adventures of a Steam House Boat' (69), No. 7 'The 
Channel Islands through my Camera' (99), No. 8 'Manxland & its Beauties' (70), No. 9 'Tamesis', including 'RW', 
probably Raising Wrecks (104), No. 10 'The Greatest Cities of the World' (95), No. 11 'Ancient and Modern 
Methods of Travelling' (82), No. 12 'England Bisected by a Steam Launch Part 1 The Outward Journey and Part 
II The Homeward Journey', journey undertaken in his steam launch 'Lizzie', commencing August 1890, see 
journal in this lot (219), with named sets not listed, including Paris Exhibition (74), 'Tour Through Cornwall' (30), 
'Bill Adams The Hero of Waterloo', duplicate title (14), York & Son 'Gabriel Grub' (16), Carpenter & Westley 
'Scrooge' (14), 'The Great European War' (30), chromatrope set, in original box, with a quantity of apx 280 static 
slides, slide changers, effects, chromatropes, rackwork and slipping slides, some with manuscript titles (apx 
1,500 slides in total), with 3¼in sq photographic negative title slides, as made and used by David and Gordon 
Noakes (26), quarter-plate glass negatives - 'Noakes Quad' in workshop, a Noakes Triunial magic lantern on 
display at an exhibition in Lewes, circa 1890, horse tramcars in Greenwich, all probably by or commissioned by 
David Noakes, with wooden box of quarter-plate glass negatives and copy-negatives, the manuscript 'Log of the 
"Lizzie"', 1890, Noakes' steam launch, with newspaper cutting referring to photographs taken on the trip, and 
resulting magic lantern lecture, with two Russian iron and brass magic lanterns, a.f., various parts, lenses and 
elements, electric lamp bulbs, brass camera lenses including Dallmeyer 3D, serial no. 27052, 1878, elements 
a.f, Taylor, Taylor & Hobson whole plate, and various notes of history, family history and provenance, literature, 
cuttings and pamphlets from the Noakes and Harold era of ownership of the collection (a lot) Please refer to 
Camera Department concerning condition of the 'Noakes Quad' magic lantern 
£15,000-20,000

42 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK topographical, photographic, some coloured - Wales (apx 200), Scotland (apx 
100) and Ireland (apx 30), in four wooden cases (apx 230) 
£30-50

43 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, London topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured, including inner 
London views, Tower of London, Westminster Abbey, outer London, including Wembley Exhibition 1924/1925, 
Bromley, Enfield, Waltham Abbey and Grimsdyke, in three wooden cases and loose (apx 250) 
£50-80
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44 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Surrey topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured, including rural towns 
and communities now in Greater London (apx 80) and Hampton Court (apx 100), in two wooden cases and loose 
(apx 180) 
£30-50

45 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Devon topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured (apx 300) 
£40-60

46 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, River Thames topographical, photographic, some coloured, sights scenes along 
river and hinterland from Oxford to London suburbs (apx 230) 
£50-80

47 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Sussex topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured (apx 170) 
£30-50

48 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - Lake District (apx 70) 
and Isle of Man (apx 50), in two wooden cases (apx 120) 
£40-60

49 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - Suffolk and Norfolk 
including ships at Lowestoft, in wooden case (48), Somerset (26), Harrogate and Yorkshire (20) and Reading 
and Oxford (35) (129) 
£30-50

50 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Kent topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured, including 'Hop-Picking 
in Kent or The Coster's Annual Pic-Nic' (11), 'Jim A Tale of the Kentish Hop Fields' title slide and 'Little Hop-
Pickers' (8) (apx 200) 
£30-50

51 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - Hampshire, 
Bournemouth, Dorset and Isle of Wight, including Queen Victoria's coffin, 1901 (3), two wooden cases and loose 
(apx 160) 
£40-60

52 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, UK topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured, mixed, various (apx 450) 
£40-60

53 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, USA and Canada topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - USA (apx 
110) and Canada (apx 120), including native inhabitants (apx 230) 
£50-80

54 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, European topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - including France 
(apx 90), Belgium (apx 40), Greece (apx 30), various capitals and others (apx 50) (apx 210) 
£30-50

55 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Switzerland and Germany topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - 
Switzerland (apx 200) and Germany (apx 190) (apx 390) 
£40-60

56 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Mediterranean/Atlantic topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - Italy 
(apx 150), Spain, Portugal and Canary Islands (apx 120), Mediterranean Cruise (apx 50), Morocco and others 
(apx 50) and Algeria (apx 30) (apx 400) 
£60-80

57 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Australia and New Zealand topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - 
Australia (apx 130) and New Zealand (apx 50) (apx 180) 
£50-80

58 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, overseas topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - India, including 
Burma and Nepal (apx 90), Argentina (apx 30) and Samoa, Fiji, Sri Lanka, including European lady in rickshaw 
dated 19 Mars (March) 1904, and Solomon Islands (apx 35) (apx 155) 
£60-80
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59 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, China and Japan topographical, mostly photographic, some coloured - China (apx 
80) and Japan, some with George Washington Wilson credits (apx 160) (apx 240) 
£70-100

60 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Dr Livingstone's expedition and others (apx 60), Boer War and South Africa (apx 
50), Sudan War (5) (apx 115) 
£30-50

61 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Primus Coloured Lantern Slides sets/part-sets, titles including Robinson Crusoe, 
Every Day Street Sounds, Sweep and Whitewasher, with various printed readings (17 sets/part-sets) 
£30-50

62 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, chromolitho part-sets, including Cock Robin, Barrel, Punch and Judy, Boy Scouts, 
Curfew, The Emigrant's Voyage, The Curtain, The Rival Bill Posters (13 part-sets with quantity loose) 
£30-50

63 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, large quantity of slides, including British and Ancient History, Biblical, Astronomy, 
Topographical including UK Historical, Stories and others, some a.f. (a lot) 
£20-30

64 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, large quantity of slides, mainly Biblical and Statuary, some a.f. (a lot) 
£20-30

65 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, large quantity of slides, including Natural History, Dissected Specimens, and 
Animals, some photographic, and Stories (a lot) 
£30-50

66 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic part-sets - Pumphrey Brothers 'Diogenes and The Boys of Corinth', 
complete set, coloured (7), York & Son 'Gabriel Grub', coloured (7), York & Son 'Ten Nights in a Barroom' (11) 
and George Washington Wilson 'The Home of Grace Darling' (18) and duplicates (10) (53) 
£40-60

67 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic part-sets - York & Son 'Captain Rust' (9), York & Son 'There Ain't 
Another Daddy Like Mine' slide 5, father and son playing on table with railway carriages, possibly Issmayer, and 
two German wheeled wooden horses, possibly Piggott 'The Curtain' slides 13, 14, cover glass broken, and 15, 
Bamforth & Co 'Won't You Buy My Pretty Flowers', slide 1, and various coloured slides, 1890s, some images 
unlisted (11) (25) 
£40-60

68 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, effects slide pairs - Lowestoft Harbour, Lighthouse, Church, St Germans, IoM, St 
Michael's Mount, Rudesheim, Broek in Holland, Stonehenge, Keston, Melrose Abbey, Fountains, with Guildford 
Cottage trio and six others, possibly effects (35) 
£40-60

69 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic The Great War and Leaders (apx 45) and Soldier Heroes (apx 45) 
(apx 90) 
£30-50

70 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, Royalty, mainly UK, chromolitho and photographic, including photographic Queen 
Victoria's 1887 Jubilee - London (4), Southend (1), Duke of York's wedding, 1893 (7), birth of Prince, probably 
1894 (1), death of Queen, London, 1901 (1), balance mainly portraits and buildings (apx 70) 
£30-50

71 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, coloured photographic slide of façade of travelling 'Empire (?) Circus & Varieties 
& Cinematograph', with entrance flanked by Gavioli-type organ and man beating bass drum, with large crowd 
gathered (1); with photographic slides to promote Thomas Alva Edison and his products (7) (8) 
£30-50

72 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, various photographic - comic - boy with water melon (1), spooning couples 
'Seven, Seventeen, Seventy'; Allenby enters Jerusalem, 1917 (2); India, Elephants of the Amir of Afghanistan 
(1); Bull Ring, Birmingham (1); Chepstow town gate (1); others (9); Autochromes, including clematis (4) and 
Paget Colour (1), all underexposed; (19) 
£30-40
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73 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, sentimental coloured photographic, with wife and children - Margaret and Maggie 
under Apple Tree, April 1913, Margaret's First Xmas Tree 1911, Margaret Smelling The Flowers April 1913, and 
others similar, family group, various cakes and Christmas card signed AW (17) 
£20-30

74 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, unusual photographic London topographical - George Washington Wilson St 
Thomas's Hospital in original form, HAC marching, 1899 (2), staff of Helmuth, Schwarze & Co, wool brokers, 
1891 (1), Granby Place, Waterloo (2), Harewood Place, Lisson Grove (1) Adelphi Terrace with sale board (1); (9) 

£20-30
75 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic Shipping, including naval, riverboats, paddle steamers, yachts, 

views on deck including SS Saltees and SS Ardeola, built 1912, Lusitania, Titanic, B2 Submarine grounded, 
1907 (39) 
£30-40

76 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, photographic Transport, including motor cars - Renault four-seat open tourer, with 
local family and chauffeur, Dorset FX registration, Chesil Beach area, circa 1910 (2), possibly family from lot 
N32, little girl at wheel of 1905 De Dion Bouton, with family post-war in Devizes and Devon, both cars with BY 
Croydon registration, De Dion-type car in Germany, circa 1905, National motor bus; trap at Kingston; Handley-
Page airliner interior, balloon ascending (2); Wuppertal Schwebebahn (1); Preston Park and Hassocks LBSCR 
stations; (16) 
£30-40

77 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, titles slides, mainly commercial (apx 44), possibly hand-made title slides (17) and 
Wrench test slide (1), with various plain and coloured glasses (a lot) 
£30-50

78 Mahogany-Mounted Magic Lantern Slides, set of hand-painted comic sliders, each 26cm x 6.5cm (12), riddle 
slipping slides (1), comic slipping slide, a.f. (1); with Ernst Plank chromolitho comic and other sliders (10); (24) 
£30-50

79 Mid to Late 19th Century Carte-de-Visite/Cabinet Albums, including ladies, gentlemen, children, elderly folk, 
exteriors, one musical album, and loose, P-G, albums P-G (4 albums and qty loose) 
£100-150

80 Stereoscopic Cards, UK topographical (10), French salt prints (?) (3), French genre scene of soldiers distributing 
bread at town gate, siege of Paris (?) (1), European topographical (17), 1860s-1870s, various, circa 1900 (20), 
amateur card of Britains lead garden display, Christmas 1934 (1), and quantity of family portrait and group RP 
postcards, circa 1905-1920 (qty) 
£30-50

81 A Unis France Educa Automatic Stereoscope, with rack and pinion focusing action and laterally-adjustable 
viewing action, on storage plinth containing 42 13cm x 18cm glass diapositives, views of France, each one 
containing twelve adjacent image pairs, with loose detached lens set and plinth, containing 36 diapositives, also 
views of France, 1920s, F-G 
£200-300

82 A late 19th Century Zoetrope or Wheel of Life, card body with turned mahogany base, drum 290mm diam., G, 
exterior neatly re-covered in green cloth, candle-holder added (1), with period double-sided picture strips, F, 
conserved/restored (14) (15) 
£100-150

83 Stereoscope Cards and Diapositives, pale burr-maple Brewster-pattern stereoscope, G, some parts missing, 
repaired or replaced (1), with stereoscopic glass diapositives - European topographical, 1870s (6) and 
stereoscopic cards - French tissue, mainly genre and exterior portraits (7), topographical - including London, 
Hawksmoor's St Mary Woolnoth, Lambeth Palace, Brunel's Hungerford Bridge (11), UK including Francis 
Bedford Clovelly (20), genre (3), still life (6), Europe (9), 1860s, in mahogany box (63) 
£100-150
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84 Photograph Albums, late 19th Century carte-de-visite/cabinet albums, family including girl with wax doll, floral 
chromolitho album, and silver-print family album of British soldier in Sudan and Uganda, 1933-1943, including 
Handley-Page HP42 airliner at Atbara (a lot) 
£30-50

85 A mid-19th Century French burr-maple veneer Floor-Standing Stereoscope, with ebonised mouldings and ornate 
cast brass carrying handles, 1250mm high, G, some cracking to carcass 
£300-500

86 A 19th Century Photograph/Commonplace Album, including albumen prints of Egypt by Arnoux of Port Said and 
others, manuscript titled and dated 1886, some titled in negative, each apx. 201mm x 280mm (11), with 
watercolours, drawings and copies of family ambrotypes, F 
£30-50

87 'Viewing Box For Dufaycolor Transparencies', Ilford Ltd, in maker's box, with Dufaycolor images (9) Autochrome 
quarter-plate 'soft' image of girl with long auburn hair and concave mirror, in wooden case, G (a lot) 
£70-100

88 Stereoscopic Cards, Charles Blondin standing on tightrope in Crystal Palace transept, June 1861 (1), Crystal 
Palace interiors (2), statuary, still life, genre (6), English and French tissue cards, including views, groups and 
Diableries (13), with comedy set made up for viewer, mainly 1860s, P-F, some delamination (23) 
£30-50

89 Stereoscopic Cards, various, including UK topographical, including Oxford, Cambridge, Stow-on-the-Wold and 
Stonehenge before restoration, 1860s (43), European topographical, 1860s-1870s (19) and various, 1890s (43), 
P-G (105) 
£30-50

90 Stereoscopic Cards, UK topographical - Dover and area (8), Canterbury (8), Isle of Wight including two 
Instantaneous views at Ryde and group outside Osborne (15) Devon, including Francis Bedford and A L Coke 
(14), Hastings (9), Wales (11), Tewkesbury Abbey (4) and Warwickshire (16), G (85) 
£100-150

91 Medium Format Slides and Magic Lantern Slides, colour slides, including MG Magnette ZA/ZB on holiday trips, 
early 1960s, photographic 3¼in sq Magic Lantern Slides, cycling and others, 1950s,and transport interest and 
family, 1920s, with Johnson Optiscope (a lot) 
£20-30

92 Stereoscopic Glass Diapositives, mainly of Switzerland, manuscript titled, mainly good quality amateur, F-G, 
some binding tapes loose (36) 
£40-60

93 Early 20th Century Half- and Quarter-Plate Glass Plate Negatives, good amateur quality, exposure, sharpness 
and perspective control, most titled and annotated with shooting details, taken by vicar (see lot S39), circa 1907-
1908, 1912-1914 and 1927-1928, including family portraits, UK topographical, Salisbury Cathedral, River Dee, 
Plas Newydd, Chirk Castle, Mack the dog, Ely, Stonehenge with props in place, choirs, scouts and historic 
houses, in four wooden cases, G 
£40-60

94 A mid-19th Century Double Portrait Pair of Quarter-Plate Ambrotypes of a Couple, with coloured and gilt 
highlights, in Peck geometric Union case, one leaf with manuscript inscription 'Photographed by Edw Webbe, 
Hobson St, Auckland, New Zealand, Dec 31st 1861' (Edward Francis Webbe listed as dying in 1889 aged 75), 
G; with early hand-painted magic lantern slide 'Loch Leven, Scotland'; silver print snapshot albums relating to 
Studley Agricultural College for ladies, circa 1930 (2); and other items 
£40-60

95 Half-Plate Glass Negatives, subjects including gardens of large house with carefully-placed wooden 
wheelbarrow and besom broom, brick summer house, river scene, possibly Medway at Yalding, village views, 
chaff-cutter in stable and others, in Arundel & Marshall plate box, circa 1900, G (15) 
£20-30
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96 Stereoscope and Cards, Underwood and Underwood - stereoscope, with cards including World War One (2) 
elephants (2) and shot hippo (1), G (14) 
£20-30

97 Stereoscope and Cards, simple mahogany box-form stereoscope, with hinged lid, and cards - UK topographical, 
including Hastings area - stormy foreshore, Dripping Well, Crowhurst and White Rock Place (23), Battle Abbey, 
Bodiam. Normanshurst, Brighton and other Sussex views (9), house owner with dog under chair, conch shells 
and coral behind, and gardener nearby with garden roller (1), Alexander Wilson - Ely Cathedral (2), others (4), 
1860s, G, some foxing (39) 
£40-60

98 A late 19th Century Chromolitho Floral Carte-de-Visite/Cabinet Album, with manuscript Sunday School 
presentation caption dated 1886, images family portraits, F-G 
£30-40

99 Walter Pontin (1875-1956), silver print album with manuscript title 'Wanderings With A Camera', taken with 
Model 47 Century Grand Senior over 1898-1926 period, whilst guiding wealthy clients on round the world tours, 
including Burma, Ceylon, China, Hawaii, India, Mount Everest, Japan, Indonesia, Philippines, USA and several 
others, self-portrait in Penang, images apx. 120mm x 90mm, manuscript titled (apx 880 images0 
£300-500

100 'The Cameron Collection' An Album of Photographs by Julia Margaret Cameron Presented to Sir John Herschel, 
Von Nostrand Reinhold/NPG, London, 1975, with modern 'Sunday Times' framed and glazed photomechanical 
prints after J M Cameron of John Herschel and Mrs Duckworth (3) 
£30-40

101 Photographic Reference Books and Catalogues, including Early Color Photography, Frizot, M, 1986, Leica The 
First Years, Rogliatti, G, Collecting and Valuing Old Photographs, Castle, P, 1979, other books and auction 
catalogues including Christie's and SAS (a lot) 
£20-30

102 'London by Alvin Langdon Coburn', 'With An Introduction by Hilaire Belloc', London, Duckworth & Co, photo-
engravings, 1909, 17 out of 20 plates present, contents G, boards F, some staining and wear, spine worn and 
slightly open 
£2,000-3,000

103 Kodak Publicity Leaflets Booklets and Instructions, UK, USA and France, circa 1905-1939, F-G (14) 
£100-120

104 Ensign Publicity Leaflets and Booklets, circa 1930 (5), Imperial Handbook 1929 (1), and other leaflets (3), G (9) 
£40-50

105 Photographic Books with Advertising, 'Everybody's Guide to Photography', 1890s, 'Photographic Fashions', circa 
1910 and 'Hand Camera Photography', circa 1914, G (3) 
£50-80

106 Photographic Ephemera, postcards with photographic subject matter, circa 1910 (7), greetings card with field 
camera, 1908 (1), Kodak Solio pack and contents, Ilford FP3 advertising pack, papers and cards (3), leaflet, 
pack and film box, Kodak letter 1921 and enclosures, modern Kodak commemorative FDC, and Selo flyer ( a lot) 

£40-60
107 Photographic Ephemera, large collection of retailer's double-sided photograph/negative wallets and envelopes, 

maker's including Kodak, Lumiere, Ensign, Velox, Barnet, Agfa, Zeiss Ikon and Gevaert, some with contents, 
and other ephemera (apx 80) 
£80-100

108 Photographic Ephemera, French Kodak pictorial roll-film advertising poster 'Kodak, Rapide et Sure!, Pellicule 
"Verichrome" ', stylish girl in hat with Kodak Deco camera, Sheltie dog beside her, apx 430mm x 630mm, framed 
and glazed with mat; flyer for Photo Finishers of America 'Is Your Camera Loaded - Films Buy Them Here', 
33mm x 90mm, framed and glazed; and reproduction Kodak Autographic Film poster, framed and glazed; VG (3) 

£40-70
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109 Photographic Books, Photography in a Nutshell by The Kernel, 1901, binding F, repaired, Photography for 
Novices The Primus Handbook, 1902 and 1909, Photography and Its Mysteries, 1925, Photography Made Easy, 
Child Bayley, R, and others, F-G (10) 
£40-60

110 Photographic Books, Would You Let Your Daughter?, Parkinson, Norman, 1985, David Bailey's Trouble and 
Strife, 1981, Genesis, Salgado, S, Taschen, 2013, Sixties, McCartney, Linda, 1992, 2nd ed, and others, G (8) 
£30-40

111 Photographic Books, Rankin Works, Rankin, Booth-Clibborn, 2000, Begin With Bailey, Laetitia Casta, and other 
books on glamour and technique (24) 
£40-60

112 Photographic Reference Books, Leica Collector's Guide, 2nd Ed, Laney, D, Hove Collectors Books, 2005, The 
Complete Nikon Rangefinder System, Rotolini, R J, Hove Foto Books, 2007, Nikon Rangefinder Camera, 
Rotolini, R J, Hove Foto Books, 1983, and others, G (5) 
£80-120

113 Leica An Illustrated History Volume I Cameras, Lager, James L, Lager Limited Editions, 1993, with dustjacket, 
G, some wear to dustjacket edges 
£150-200

114 Leica An Illustrated History Volume II Lenses, Lager, James L, Lager Limited Editions, 1994, with dustjacket, G 
£150-200

115 Leica An Illustrated History Volume III Accessories, Lager, James L, Lager Limited Editions, 1998, with 
dustjacket, G 
£50-80

116 Patrick Lichfield (1939-2005), nightime river study, Cibachrome print, signed 'Lichfield' on mount. 280mm x 
400mm, framed and glazed, VG, and photo-lithographic print 'Arizona' from Unipart calendar, girl in landscape, 
signed to glass 'Lots of love, Gloria', framed and glazed, VG, both from auction The Collection of the late Earl of 
Lichfield, SAS, from Lot 49, 17 July 2014 (2) 
£150-200

117 Norman Parkinson (1913-1990), black and white exhibition poster 'New York, New York', East River Drive, 
bearing apparenlty correct signature in ochre felt pen 'Norman Parkinson', framed and glazed, 1980s; potential 
purchasers are advised to satisfy themselves about autograph authenticity prior to auction; with a decorative 
mirror (2) 
£100-150

118 Hasselblad Promotional Space Gelatin Silver Prints, Buzz Aldrin's lunar bootprint Apollo 11, stamped verso C- 
69-167, Edward White on America's first spacewalk, June 1965, stamped verso CE-68-84 and Hasselblad EL/M 
space camera, stamped verso CE-71-93, each 180mm x 130mm, encapsulated in glazed aluminium frames (3) 
£150-200

119 Silver Print Snapshot Albums, snapshot albums - including holiday views of Wiltshire, Dorset, Yorkshire, Wales 
and others, Briarfields, large late Victorian house in Hartlepool, late 1920s-early 1930s, and garden views and 
family, 1920s (2), album of Armoured Division racecourse, Austria, 1945 (1), with game books, some Wiltshire 
area (2) and labrador sporting print (a lot) 
£30-50

120 A Merlin-Pattern Invalid or 'Gouty' Chair, leather upholstery on mahogany frame, hand-cranked detachable 
handles rotating in horizontal plane, which propel periphery-geared wheels to the base, with elevating foot 
support, 119cm H x 71cm D x 84cm W; Provenance: purchased from Christie's, March 1994; John Joseph 
Merlin (1735-1803) was famed as 'The Ingenious Mechanick'; sold with GLC catalogue of exhibtion about Merlin, 
1985 
£300-500

121 A late 18th Century J Ronchetti inlaid mahogany Stick Barometer, with paper dial, brass indicator and 
thermometer, possibly added later, restored and apparently functioning, G, cistern cover loose 
£50-80
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122 An early 20th Century black-painted and chromed brass Short & Mason Surveying Aneroid, serial no. 115555, 
with silvered dial, 120mm diam, magnifier and rotating scale, in leather maker's case, G, some paint loss to 
brass case 
£40-60

123 Scientific Instruments, J H Steward anodised brass and leather-covered five-draw Spotting Telescope, F, and 
Watson Simplex black enamelled iron dissecting microscope, in oak case, G (2) 
£50-80

124 An early 19th Century mahogany and lacquered brass three-draw Telescope, engraved 'Osborne London Day or 
Night', 800mm long extended, F 
£50-80

125 A mid-20th Century black-enamelled and lacquered brass 5in Theodolite, 350mm high, in mahogany case, with 
tripods (2) and A G Thornton staff (1), G (4) 
£100-150

126 Scientific Instruments, brass 18in chart rule, in wooden case, lacquered student's drum microscope, in wooden 
case and apothecaries' scales, cased, with J W Benson car clock (or similar function), re-mounted in modern 
wooden box (4) 
£50-80

127 Opera Glasses, Aitchison Patent lacquered brass folding opera glasses and French Mars Patent black-painted 
brass opera glasses, F-G (2) 
£30-50

128 Amsler Planimeters, probably French, retailed by Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co Boston and Clarkson, 
London,in fitted cases (20 
£30-50

129 Scientific Instruments, Hudson boxwood scale with brass sights, French card and brass circular 'Boussole Des 
Poids et Mesures, Conversions de Aunes Usuelles en Metres', James Heeley brass postal balance, suspension 
loop replaced, iron dividers and Stanley brass-bound boxwood rule (5) 
£40-60

130 Calculators, C H Webb 'The Adder' - brass and mahogany, patented March 10 1868 (1) and brass and steel, 
patented November 5/12 1889(1), P-G (2) 
£40-60

131 A Fuller's Spiral Slide Rule, mahogany and brass body, in mahogany case 
£80-120

132 Calculators, steel and plated 'The Adder'-type, Addometers (2), The British Calculator (2), Calculateur Roplex 
and others (15) 
£50-80

133 Rules and Measures, slide rules, shoe size measures (3), tachymeter, with light meters, Salter spring scale, Ever 
Ready torch, Enots distance finder and other items (a lot) 
£50-80

134 Calculators, C H Webb 'The Adder' - brass and mahogany, patented March 10 1868 (1), Addometers (2), A S 
Lineal, Logz circular slide rule, Britannic Calculator, British Calculator, Halden Calculex 
£50-80

135 A late 19th Century Chambon mahogany-cased 'Tachylemme' Patent Calculator, with card dial printed 'C L 
Chambon, Inventeur', printed by Baster & Vieillemard, Paris, four control knobs to side, bevelled glass to top, 
180mm wide 
£200-300

136 An early 20th Century plated brass Morse 'The Standard Desk Calcumeter', stamped 'H N Morse, Trenton, NJ, 
Pat'd Dec 17 '01', 220mm wide 
£30-50
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137 Early 20th Century Metal-Cased German Calculators, Schubert & Salzer 'Comptator', serial no. 15090, with 
owner's inscription to top, and 'B.U.G Calculator, serial no. 6569, F-G (2) 
£60-80

138 A 19th Century lacquered satinwood and brass 'McFarlane's Calculating Cylinder', 140mm wide, with two 
rotating 60mm and one 22mm cylinders to perform calculations, circa 1830s, G (1) 
£400-600

139 A mid-20th Century black-enamelled Negretti & Zambra Low Speed Air Meter, with mounting clamp, in 
mahogany case, 125mm wide, F-G (1) 
£40-60

140 Scientific Instruments, 30in bakelite chart rule, in bakelite case, Stopler galvanometer, French lacquered brass 
optical square, in mahogany case, C A Smith's patent glass cutter for circular holes, in wooden case, grid chart 
instrument, Pattern 1152 azimuth circle, squirrel-cage light bulbs and modern brass calculating rule stamped 
'Mechanische Rechenkunst Linea Arithmetica E. Minder Instrumentenmachen' (a lot) 
£60-80

141 A 19th Century lacquered and anodised brass Baker Student's Microscope, with draw-tube and micrometer 
focusing, circular rotating stage, iris condenser, mirror, objective with correction collar in Collins ⅛ can and two 
other objectives, in mahogany case with label 'University College, Bristol', circa 1880, F, some repair 
£30-40

142 A mid-19th Century Carpenter-type lacquered brass Drum Microscope, with six objectives, slides and stage 
bull's-eye condenser, in fitted mahogany case, 280mm wide, F-G 
£100-150

143 An early 20th Century black-painted and lacquered brass W Watson & Sons Compound Monocular Microscope, 
serial no. 20513, with triple nosepiece, mechanical stage, Abbe condenser, mirror, tripod base, stamped 
'Research', with three Watson objectives, in cans, and slides, in mahogany case, 340mm high, G 
£100-150

144 An early 20th Century black-painted and lacquered brass Carl Zeiss Compound Monocular Microscope, serial 
no. 49767, with jug handle, triple nosepiece, three objectives with cans, circular mechanical stage, Abbe 
condenser, mirror and horseshoe foot, with centring slide, in Zeiss red Morocco case, F 
£100-150

145 An early 20th Century brass Stanley Aneroid Barograph, in glazed mahogany case, with plinth drawer and 
carved decoration, 380mm wide, F, damage to paper guide, one corner moulding missing 
£100-150

146 An early 20th Century French stained oak Poulenc Freres, photographic colourist's materials case, containing 
coloured translucent lacquers in variety of thirty stoppered bottles and others, various labels, the lid with label 
'Les Establissements Poulenc Freres, 122, Boul'd St Germain, Paris' (predecessor to Rhone-Poulenc and 
related to the composer Francois Poulenc), with long drawer at back and brass drop handles to sides, 490mm, 
P-F, hole in lid 
£30-50

147 Late 19th Century Pocket Opthalmic Surgery Sets, by Arnold, London and Joaquin Bonet, Valencia, each in 
fitted soft leather wrap cases, with pince-nez, monocle, loose pages from 18th Century books on scientific 
instruments and other items (a lot) 
£40-60

148 A Canon S-II Rangefinder Camera, made in occupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 17970, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, some light brassing to lens mount, with 5cm f/3.5 collapsible 
Serenar lens, serial no 10436, barrel G, elements F-G, some fungus/clouding, with Canon lens cap, in ERC 
£200-300

149 A Canon S-II Rangefinder Camera, made in occupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 22336, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, crease to shutter curtain, body G, some light wear, with 5cm f/2 
collapsible Serenar lens, serial no 20788, barrel G, some light scratches to barrel, elements G, some light fungus 
spots, dust, with unbranded front cap, in ERC 
£250-350
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150 A Canon S-II Rangefinder Camera, made in occupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 20946, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, small crease to shutter curtain, with 5cm f/2 collapsible 
Serenar lens, serial no 20537, barrel G, elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£250-350

151 A Canon S-II Rangefinder Camera, no wording to base plate, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 22513, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, some brassing to mount/shutter button, some light pitting to top 
plate, with 5cm f/2 collapsible Serenar lens, serial no 21029, barrel G, elements G, with unbranded front cap, in 
ERC 
£250-350

152 A Canon S-II Rangefinder Camera, made in occupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 23188, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with 5cm f/3.5 collapsible Serenar lens, serial no 13129, 
barrel G, elements F-G, fungus/clouding, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

153 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera, made in occupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 42201, 
superstructure retaining screw centered below accessory shoe, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, 
some light pitting to front of top plate, light scratches to base, with 50mm f/1.9 collapsible Serenar lens, serial no 
24236, barrel G, elements G, with unbranded front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

154 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera, made in ocupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, seial no 25496, red 
diamond emblem to base, superstructure retaining screw off centre below accessory shoe, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G-VG, light wear, with 50mm f/1.6 Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 20327, barrel 
G, some light scratches, elements G-VG, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

155 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera, made in ocupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 25548, red 
diamond emblem to base, superstructure retaining screw off centre below accessory shoe, shutter working, 
some creasing to shutter curtain, rangefinder functions, body G, light wear, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible 
lens, serial no 25219, barrel G, elements G, light scratches from cleaning, light fungus, with Canon front cap, in 
ERC 
£120-180

156 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera, made in ocupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 25629, 
superstructure retaining screw off centre below accessory shoe, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, 
tiny ding back of top plate above finder, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible lens, barrel Gsome scratches to 
barrel, elements G, with unbranded front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

157 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera, made in ocupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 25548, red 
diamond emblem to base, superstructure retaining screw off centre below accessory shoe, factory added sync 
socket centre bellow accessory shoe, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, small peice of leatherette 
missing below lens mount, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 22461, barrel G, elements G, 
some light fungus, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

158 A Canon IIB Rangefinder Camera Body, made in ocupied Japan, Canon Camera Company LTD, serial no 
34963, superstructure retaining screw off centre below accessory shoe, shutter working, rangefinder functions, 
body F, brassing to front edges of top/bottom plates, some scratches & wear, in ERC 
£50-70

159 A Canon III Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc, serial no 59084, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G, light wear to base, with 50mm f/3.5 Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 14175, barrel G, some 
scratches/wear, elements F-G, some fungus/clouding, with unbranded front cap, in ERC 
£80-120

160 A Canon III Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc, serial no 60414, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 48643, barrel G, elements G, some spots, 
lightscratches from cleaning, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£100-150
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161 A Canon III Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, one piece finder lever, no 
film speed reminder in dial, serial no 64372, shutter working, body G, rangefinder functions, with 50mm f/3.5 
Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 13054, barrel G, elements G, light fungus, some cleaning marks, with Canon 
front cap, in ERC 
£80-120

162 A Canon III Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, serial no 66346, shutter 
working, rangefinder functions, body G, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible lens, barrel G, elements G-VG, 
£100-150

163 A Canon IIC Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc, serial no 531126, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G-VG, light wear, with metric scale 50mm f/1.9 Serenar collapsible lens, serial no 31416, barrel 
G, elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£300-500

164 A Canon IV Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc, serial no 58548, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G, light wear, light scratches to base, with 50mm f/1.9 Serenar lens, serial no 40516, barrel G, 
elements G, some clouding, with Beauty front cap, in ERC, in flash outfit case, with Canon flash unit, with Canon 
7in reflector, flash holder, battery holder, flash tester, battery cartridge and sync cable, G 
£120-180

165 A Canon IV Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, made in Japan on base, 
serial no 67303, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, light marks to base plate, with 50mm f/1.9 
Serenar collapsible lens, barrel G-VG, elements G, in ERC, with model X flash unit, components complete, VG, 
in case 
£120-180

166 A Canon IIIA Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, made in Japan on base, 
serial no 65467, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, light marks to base, with 50mm f/1.9 
Serenar rigid lens, serial no 68529, barrel G-VG, elements G, light fungus, light marks from cleaning, with Canon 
front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

167 A Canon IVS Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, serial no 73661, shutter 
working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, light marks to base, with 50mm f/1.5 Serenar rigid lens, serial no 
10877, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

168 A Canon IVS Rangefinder Camera, Canon Camera Company Inc Japan on top plate, made in Japan on base, 
serial no 61276, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, small ding under Canon name on top plate, with 
50mm f/1.8 Serenar rigid lens, serial no 60169, barrel G-VG, elements F, clouding/fungus, with Canon front cap, 
in ERC 
£100-150

169 A Canon 28mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 10095, barrel G, light wear, elements G-
VG, with front & rear cap, 28mm finder, serial no 1198, some brassing & wear to finder, elements G, in Canon 
28mm Serenar case 
£150-250

170 A Canon 28mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 11832, barrel G-VG, light wear, 
elements G, with front & rear cap, 28mm finder, serial no2472, body G, light wear, elements G, in Canon 28mm 
Serenar case 
£150-250

171 A Canon 28mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 10613, barrel G, light wear, elements G, 
with front & rear cap, 28mm finder, serial no 2472, body G, light wear, elements G, in Canon 28mm Serenar 
case 
£150-250

172 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 11052, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear 
caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in Canon 35mm Serenar Case 
£100-150
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173 A Canon 35mm f/3.2 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 67098, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & 
rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm Serenar case 
£150-250

174 A Canon 35mm f/3.2 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 68593, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & 
rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm Serenar case 
£150-250

175 A Canon 35mm f/3.2 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 71523, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & 
rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm Serenar case 
£150-250

176 A Canon 35mm f/3.2 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 73740, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & 
rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm Serenar case 
£150-250

177 A Canon 35mm f/3.5 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap,serial no 
60780, barrel G, elements F, fungus, with front and rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm 
Serenar case 
£80-120

178 A Canon 35mm f/3.5 Wide Angle Serenar Lens, chrome, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap,serial no 
62448, barrel G-VG, elements F, fungus with front and rear caps, 35mm finder, body G, elements G, in 35mm 
Serenar case 
£80-120

179 A Canon 5cm f/2 Collapsible Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 21049, barrel G, some scratches & wear, 
elements G, light fungus, with front and rear caps 
£150-250

180 A Canon 85mm f/1.5 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 10309, barrel G, elements P-F, heavy haze to rear 
element, with caps, 85mm f/1.5 hood, some scratches and wear, with 85mm finder, G 
£120-180

181 A Canon 85mm f/1.9 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 60812, barrel G, some surface scratches, elements G, 
some light fungus spots, with series VII hood, 85mm finder, G, in 85mm Serenar case 
£120-180

182 A Canon 85mm f/1.9 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 59612, barrel G, elements G, light haze/clouding, with 
front & rear caps, 85mm finder, G, in 85mm Serenar case 
£120-180

183 A Canon 8.5cm f/2 Serenar Lens, chrome, made in Japan on rear lens cap, serial no 50088, barrel G, elements 
G, with front & rear caps, 8.5cm finder, G, in 8.5cm Serenar case 
£120-180

184 A Canon 85mm f/2 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 50868, barrel G, elements F-G, some fungus spots, with 
front & rear caps, 85mm finder, G, in 85mm Serenar case 
£100-150

185 A Canon 85mm f/2 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 52442, barrel G, elements G, light fungus spots, with rear 
cap, series VII hood, 85mm finder, in 85mm Serenar case 
£120-180

186 A Canon 85mm f/2 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 57455, barrel G, elements G, with rear cap, series VII hood, 
85mm finder, G, in 85mm Serenar case 
£120-180

187 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Serenar Lens, chrome & black, serial no 49052, barrel G, elements F-G, haze/clouding, 
with front & rear caps, 100mm finder, in 100mm Serenar case 
£60-80

188 A Canon 10cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 1069, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps, 10cm 
finder, G, in 10cm Serenar case 
£70-90
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189 A Canon 10cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 40494, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front & rear caps, 10cm finder, G, in 10cm Serenar case 
£70-90

190 A Canon 10cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 40708, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front & rear caps, 10cm finder, G, in 10cm Serenar case 
£70-90

191 A Canon 10cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 40917, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front & rear caps, 10cm finder, G, in Canon case 
£70-90

192 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 41364, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, some fungus spots, with 100mm finder, G, in 10cm Serenar lens case 
£70-90

193 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 41365, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, some fungus spots, with 100mm finder, G, in 10cm Serenar lens case 
£70-90

194 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 41809, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps, 
100mm finder, G, in 100mm Serenar case 
£70-90

195 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 43217, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps and 
100mm cased finder, G 
£70-90

196 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 48230, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps and 
100mm cased finder, G 
£70-90

197 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens chrome, serial no 47592, barrel G, elements G, with Series VI hood, rear cap, 
100mm finder, G, in 100mm Serenar case 
£70-90

198 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 48230, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps and 
100mm finder, G 
£70-90

199 A Canon 100mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 48119, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps, 
100mm finder, G, in 100mm Serenar case 
£70-90

200 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 33131, barrel G, some wear to filter ring, elements G,with 
front and rear caps and 13.5cm finder, G 
£50-70

201 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 34158, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front and rear caps, 13.5cm finder, in 13.5cm Serenar case 
£50-70

202 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 34509, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front and rear caps, 13.5cm finder, in 13.5cm Serenar case 
£50-70

203 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 6388, barrel G, elements G, with dented front cap, rear 
cap, 13.5cm finder, G, in unbranded lens case 
£50-70

204 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 33772, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front & rear caps and boxed 135mm finder, G 
£50-70
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205 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 5141, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps and 
13.5cm finder, G 
£50-70

206 A Canon 13.5cm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 5787, barrel G, elements G, with unbranded front cap, rear 
cap, in 135mm Serenar case 
£40-60

207 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 6670, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps, 135mm 
finder, in 13.5cm Serenar case 
£50-70

208 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 35927, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with front & rear caps, 135mm finder, G, in damaged 13.5cm Serenar case 
£50-70

209 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial no 38849, made in occupied Japan on rear lens cap, barrel G, 
elements G, with series VI hood, rear cap, 135mm finder, G, in damaged 135mm Serenar case 
£50-70

210 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial 41311, barrel G, elements G, with series VI lens hood, rear 
cap, 135mm finder, in 135mm Serenar lens case 
£50-70

211 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial 44579, barrel G, elements G, with series VI lens hood, rear 
cap, 135mm finder, in 135mm Serenar lens case 
£50-70

212 A Canon 135mm f/4 Serenar Lens, chrome, serial 45302, barrel G, elements G, with series VI lens hood, rear 
cap, 135mm finder, in 135mm Serenar lens case 
£50-70

213 A Canon IID Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 125136, Model IID on loading diagram 
inside baseplate (late model), shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/3.5 
collapsible lens, serial no 17502, barrel G, elements P-F, fungus, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

214 A Canon IID 1 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 82450, shutter working, rangefinder 
funtions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/3.5 collapsible lens, serial no 16776, barrel G, elements F-G, some 
fungus, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

215 A Canon IID 1 Rangefinder Camera Body, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 96065, shutter fires on one 
speed only, body F-G, P. H. Henriksen engraved to top plate, brassing to top plate by finder selector 
£50-70

216 A Canon IV SB Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, export permitted model, serial no 154811, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 99376, barrel G, 
elements G, circular marks to rear element, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£100-150

217 A Canon IV SB Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, export permitted model, serial no 160095, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 99376, barrel G, 
elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£100-150

218 A Canon IIF Rangerfinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 100961, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, bodt G, light wear, with Canon 5omm f/1.8 Serenar lens, serial no 70072, barrel G, elements P, heavy 
haze/clouding to rear element, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£80-120

219 A Canon IIF Rangerfinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, export permitted model, serial no 137071, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 85193, barrel G, 
elements G, with canon front cap, in ERC 
£100-150
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220 A Canon IIS Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 120342, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G-VG, light wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.5 lens, serial no 17849, barrel G, elements G, with 
Canon front cap, in ERC 
£250-350

221 A Canon IV SB2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 196942, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G, light wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 120857, barrel G-VG, elements 
G-VG, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

222 A Canon IV SB2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 216069, shutter as if in bulb on 
slow shutter speeds, body G, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G, elements G-VG, with canon front cap, in 
ERC 
£80-120

223 A Canon IV SB2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 225953, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G, light scratches from 
cleaning, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

224 A Canon IV SB2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 228623, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.5 lens, serial no 24956, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, 
with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

225 A Canon II S2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 181240, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.5 lens, serial no 24223, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with Canon 
front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

226 A Canon II S2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 290692, shutter sluggish on slow 
speeds, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, some brassing to slow shutter speed dial, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 
lens, barrel G, elements G-VG, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

227 A Canon II S2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, export permitted model, serial no 220858, 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, light wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 151417, barrel 
G, elements G-VG, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

228 A Canon II D2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 220368, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/3.5 collapsible lens, barrel G-VG, elements G, some light fungus, with 
Canon front cap, in black Canon ERC 
£80-120

229 A Canon II D2 Rangefinder Camera Body, Canon Company Inc Japan, serial no 177501, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body F-G, brassing and wear to top plate, with unbranded body cap, in bottom half of ERC 

£40-60
230 A Canon II F2 Rangefinder Camera, Canon Company Inc Japan, export permitted model, serial no 195372, 

shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, light marks, light wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 
113200, barrel G, elements G, WITH Canon front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

231 A Canon 25mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 10189, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, with 
front & rear caps, 25mm finder, some brassing to shoe, elements G, in Canon case 
£300-400

232 A Canon 25mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 11899, metered focus scale, barrel F-G, some 
brassing/scratches to filter ring & bezel, elements G, with front and rear caps, in Canon case 
£200-300
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233 A Canon 28mm f/3.5 Ultra Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 17341, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & 
rear caps, 28mm finder, G, in Canon case 
£200-300

234 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 15317, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps, 
35mm finder G, in Canon case 
£120-180

235 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 23855, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear 
caps, 35mm finder, in Canon case 
£120-180

236 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Wide Angle Lens, chrome, serial no 24198, export permitted symbol to barrel, barrel VG, 
elements G-VG, with front and rear caps, in matching serial number inner & outer maker's box 
£120-180

237 A Canon 50mm f/1.8 Lens, black, serial no 117934, barrel F-G, brassing & paint wear, elements F-G, light 
scratches/dust, with rear cap, in Canon 50mm lens case 
£50-70

238 A Canon 85mm f/1.5 Lens, black & chrome, serial no 11599, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, some dust, with front 
& rear caps, 1x filter, Canon 85mm f/1.5 hood and 85mm finder, G 
£400-600

239 A Canon 85mm f/1.9 Lens, chrome, serial no 67664, export permitted symbol to barrel, barrel G-VG, light marks 
to grip, elements G, light dust/cleaning marks, with front and rear caps, in Canon lens case 
£200-250

240 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 46928, barrel G, small ding to filter ring, elements G, slight fungus 
to front element, with series VI hood, rear cap, 135mm finder, G, in 135mm Canon case 
£40-60

241 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 47465, barrel G, elements G, slight fungus, with front and rear 
caps, 135mm finder, in 135mm Canon case 
£40-60

242 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 48405, barrel G, elements G, slight fungus, with rear cap, 135mm 
finder,G, in 135mm Canon case 
£40-60

243 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 55976, barrel G, elements G, slight fungus, with series VI hood, 
rear cap, 135mm finder, G, in 135mm Canon case 
£40-60

244 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 56951, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps, in 
maker's box, 
£40-60

245 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 57053, barrel G, elements G-VG, with rear cap, in 135mm Canon 
case 
£40-60

246 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 62115, barrel G, ements G-VG, with series VI hood, rear cap, in 
135mm Canon case 
£40-60

247 A Canon VT Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 502368, shutter working, range finder functions, rapid wind 
smooth, self timer working, bodt G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 218684, barrel G-VG, elements F-
G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

248 A Canon L2 Rangefinder camera, chrome, serial no 519540, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G, light 
wear, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£100-150
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249 A Canon L2 Rangefinder camera, chrome, serial no 526879, shutter working, advance lever slightly loose, 
rangefinder functions, body G, some paint wear to bottom edge, with 50mm f/1.8 Serenar lens, serial no 77380, 
barrel G-VG, elements G, some light scratches, with Canon front cap, in black ERC 
£100-150

250 A Canon L2 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 575024, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, 
no model name on base plate, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G, some wear to grip, elements F, 
fungus/clouding, with Canon front cap 
£100-150

251 A Canon L1 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 541017, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, 
model ID in red on base, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 chrome lens, serial no 26707, barrel G-VG, elements G, in ERC 

£120-180
252 A Canon L1 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 541226, shutter working, rangefinder functions, body G-VG, 

some light scratches to base, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G, some light scratches from 
cleaning, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

253 A Canon VT de Luxe VTD Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 543222, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, rapid wind smooth, self timer working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens, serial no 15719, 
barrel G, slight marks to grip, elements P-F, fungus/clouding to rear element, with Canon lens cap, in ERC 
£200-300

254 A Canon VT de Luxe VTDZ Rangefinder Camera, black, serial no 545048, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, rapid wind smooth, self timer working, body G, some paint wear to edges, some light scratches/marks, 
with Canon 50mm f/1.5 chrome lens, serial no 28808, barrel G, elements F-G, fungus to rear element, with 
Canon front cap in brown ERC 
£400-600

255 A Canon VT de Luxe VTDZ Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 552960, shutter working, rangefinder 
functions, rapid wind smooth, self timer working, body G, tiny scratch to front of base plate, with Canon 50mm 
f/1.8 lens, serial no 222208, barrel G-VG, elements G, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 hood, unbranded front cap, in 
ERC 
£120-180

256 A Canon VT de Luxe VTDZ Rangefinder Camera, chrome, export permitted model, serial no 579716, shutter 
working, rangefinder functions, rapid wind smooth, self timer working, body G, some surface scratches, with 
Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 528563, barrel G-VG, elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

257 A Canon L3 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, no model ID to base plate, serial no 575174, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G, some marks/scratches to base plate, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, serial no 
30421, barrel G-VG, elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£80-120

258 A Canon VL Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 565744, shutter working, rangefinder functions, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements F, fungus to rear element, with Canon 
front cap, 50mm f/2.8 hood, in ERC 
£120-180

259 A Canon VL2 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 575748, shutter working, rangefinder functions, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G, light wear, elements P-F, fungus/clouding, with 
Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

260 A Canon VI-L Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 507961, shutter working, sluggish on one second, 
rangefinder functions, self timer working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, serial no 29280, barrel G, 
elements F-G, some fungus spots, with Canon light meter, meter responsive, Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180
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261 A Canon VI-L Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 610936, shutter working, rangefinder functions, self timer 
working, body G-VG, some light scratches to base, with Canon 50mm f/1.4 lens, serial no 15013, barrel G-VG, 
slight wear to grip, elements G-VG, light dust, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£200-300

262 A Canon VI-L Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 616403, shutter working, rangefinder functions, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.4 lens, serial no 15013, barrel G-VG, slight wear to grip, elements G-
VG, some dust, with Canon light meter, meter responsive, 50mm f/1.4 hood, lens cap, in ERC 
£200-300

263 A Canon VI-T Rangefinder Camera, black, serial no 601759, shutter working, rangefinder functions, rapid wind 
smooth, self timer working, body G, some light meter marks to top plate, with Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens, serial no 
22908, barrel G, some light paint wear to grip, elements G-VG, some dust, with Canon 50mm f/1.2 hood, front 
cap, in brown ERC 
£1,200-1,800

264 A Canon VI-T Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 612250, shutter working, rangefinder functions, rapid wind 
smooth, self timer working, body G, some light marks to base, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, serial no 34675, 
barrel G, elements P-F, fungus, with Canon light meter, meter responsive, Canon lens cap, in ERC 
£120-180

265 A Canon VI-T Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 618365, shutter working, rangefinder functions, rapid wind 
smooth, self timer working, body G-VG, with 50mm f/1.4 lens, barrel F-G, paint wear to grip, sctatches to filter 
ring, elements G, dust/cleaning marks, with Canon light metermeter responsive, Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

266 A Canon VI-T Rangefinder Camera, black, serial no 618609, shutter working, rangefinder functions, rapid wind 
smooth, self timer working, body G-VG, some light scratches to base, with Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens, serial no 
33286, barrel G, slight wear to grip, elements G, some dust/light cleaning marks, with Canon light meter, meter 
responsive, Canon 50mm f/1,2 hood, in ERC 
£1,200-1,800

267 A Canon P Rangefinder Camera, chrome, export permitted model, serial no 704213, chrome film speed dial, 
shutter stutters on slow speeds, rangefinder functions, self timer working, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 
275176, barrel G-VG, elements F, fungus to rear element, with Canon light meter, meter responsive, Canon front 
cap, in ERC 
£80-120

268 A Canon P Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 736265, black, orange, blue film speed dial, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, self timer working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.4 lens, serial no 29378, barrel G, 
slight wear to grip, elements G, with Canon light meter, meter responsive, Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

269 A Canon P Rangefinder Camera Body, chrome, serial no 776322, red star emblem by accessory shoe, black, 
orange film speed dial, shutter working, bad creasing to shutter curtain, self timer working, body F, brassing & 
scratches, with unbranded body cap, in ERC 
£40-60

270 A Canon P Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 778314, black, orange, blue film speed dial, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, self timer working, body G, some blemishing to top plate, with Canon 50mm f/2.8 lens, 
serial no 39196, barrel G, elements F, haze to rear element, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£70-90

271 A Canon 7 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 884687, shutter working, light cell responsive, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/0.95 lens, serial no 10634, barrel G-VG, slight wear to grip, elements 
G-VG, light dust, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£800-1,200

272 A Canon 7 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 890322, shutter working, light cell responsive, rangefinder 
functions, self timer working, body G-VG, slight wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens, serial no 24286, barrel G-VG, 
elements G, light cleaning marks with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£300-500
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273 A Canon 7 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 935665, shutter working, light cell responsive, rangefinder 
functions, self timer working, body G, some scratches to bottom front of base plate, with Canon 50mm f/1.4 lens, 
barrel G-VG, slight wear to grip, elements G, with Canon UV 1x filter, front cap, 50mm hood, in ERC 
£200-300

274 A Canon 7s Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 106576, shutter working, light cell responsive, rangefinder 
functions, self timer working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 330647, barrel G-VG, elements 
G, some light fungus, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

275 A Canon 7s Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 106707, shutter working, some creasing to shutter curtain, 
light cell unresponsive, rangefinder functions, self timer working, body G-VG, with Canon 50mm f/0.95 lens, 
serial no 25412, barrel G, some paint wear to grip, elements G, with Canon Skylight filter, Canon front cap, in 
ERC 
£700-900

276 A Canon 7s Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 119682, shutter working, light cell unresponsive, 
rangefinder functions, self timer working, body G-VG, light wear, with Canon 50mm f/1.4 lens, serial no 115115, 
barrel G, some paint wear to grip, elements F-G, some light fungus, dust, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£150-250

277 A Canon 19mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 10223, barrel G-VG, elements G, with Canon 19mm finder, 
G, front and rear caps, in Canon 19mm case 
£400-600

278 A Canon 25mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 12455, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon 
25mm case and a 25mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

279 A Canon 25mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 13232, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon 
25mm case and a 25mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

280 A Canon 25mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome, serial no 11479, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in maker's 
inner & outer box and a 25mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

281 A Canon 28mm f/2.8 Lens, chrome, serial no 130202, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon 
28mm case and a 28mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

282 A Canon 28mm f/2.8 Lens, chrome, serial no 114554, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in 
unbranded case and a 28mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

283 A Canon 28mm f2.8 Lens, chrome, serial no 20615, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon 
case, in maker's box, with Japanese manual, matching serial number certificate, and a 28mm finder, G, in finder 
case 
£200-300

284 A Canon 28mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 20350, barrel G, elements G, in 28mm Canon case, with a 
28mm finder, in case 
£150-250

285 A Canon 35mm f/1.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 12321, barrel G-VG, slight scratches to grip, elements G-VG, 
with Canon front & rear caps, in 35mm Canon case, with a 35mm finder, in finder case 
£400-600

286 A Canon 35mm f/1.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 12423, barrel G, elements G, with front & rear caps and 
35mm finder, in finder case 
£150-250

287 A Canon 35mm f/1.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 13087, barrel G, elements G-VG, with unbranded front & rear 
caps, in Canon 35mm case and 35mm finder, in finder case 
£150-250
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288 A Canon 35mm f/1.8 Lens, black, seral no 22815, barrel G, some paint wear to filter ring & aperture grip, 
elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon 35mm case 
£120-180

289 A Canon 35mm f/1.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 24729, barrel G, some paint wear to filter ring & aperture 
grip, elements F-G, some clouding, with front & rear caps, in 35mm Canon lens case 
£100-150

290 A Canon 35mm f/2 Lens, black, serial no 10933, barrel G, some paint wear to grip, elements G-VG, with Skylight 
filter, front & rear caps, in Canon 35mm lens case 
£120-180

291 A Canon 35mm f/2 Lens, black, serial no 27390, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, in Canon 
35mm lens case 
£120-180

292 A Canon 35mm f/2 Lens, black, serial no 41478, barrel G-VG, elements F-G, fungus to rear element, with front & 
rear caps, warranty & service cards, in 35mm Canon case & maker's box and 35mm finder, in finder case 
£150-250

293 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Lens, chrome, serial no 28081, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front and rear caps, in 
Canon 35mm case 
£100-150

294 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 30458, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear 
caps, in Canon 35mm case 
£100-150

295 A Canon 35mm f/2.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 42694, barrel G, elements G, with front and rear caps, in 
Canon 35mm case 
£100-150

296 A Canon 50mm f/0.95 lens, serial no 24563, barrel G-VG, elements G, two small fungus spots to rear element, 
with front and rear caps, in Canon 50/0.95 case 
£600-800

297 A Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens, black/chrome, serial no 46054, barrel G-VG, elements F, clouding/fungus to rear 
element, with front and rear caps, in Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens case 
£200-300

298 A Canon 50mm f/1.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 229523, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear 
caps, in Canon 50mm lens case 
£80-120

299 A Canon 50mm f/1.8 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 24455, Canon name in orange on bezel, barrel G-VG, 
elements G-VG, with front and rear caps, in Canon 50mm lens case 
£80-120

300 A Canon 50mm f/2.2 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 11843, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, with front and 
rear caps, in Canon 50mm lens case 
£80-120

301 A Canon 85mm f/1.8 Lens, black, serial no 10432, barrel G, some light wear to grip, elements G-VG, with front & 
rear caps, in Canon 85/1.8 lens case and a Canon 85mm finder, in finder case 
£200-300

302 A Canon 85mm f/1.9 Lens, black, serial no 80385, barrel G, some paint wear to grip, elements G-VG, with 
Canon UV filter, rear cap, 85mm f/1.9 hood, in Canon 85mm f/1.9 lens case and a Canon 85mm finder, G, in 
finder case 
£100-150

303 A Canon 100mm f/2 Lens, black, serial no 12314, barrel G, some paint wear to grips, elements G-VG, some 
dust, with front & rear caps and Canon 100mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300
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304 A Canon 100mm f/2 Lens, black, serial no 14499,, barrel G, some light wear to grips, elements G-VG, with front 
& rear caps, Skylight 1x filter and Canon 100mm finder, G, in finder case 
£200-300

305 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 50282, barrel G, elements F, fungus, with front & rear caps, 
Canon chrome 100mm finder, G, in Canon 100mm lens case 
£40-60

306 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 57212, barrel G-VG, elements G, some dust, with 100mm 
f/3.5 series VI hood, rear cap, Canon 100mm chrome finder, in Canon 100mm lens case 
£60-80

307 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 61623,, barrel G-VG, elements F-G, light scratches, with 
front & rear caps, T-42 hood and Canon chrome 100mm finder, in Canon 100mm lens case 
£40-60

308 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black/chrome, serial no 77659, barrel G, elements F-P, fungus, with front and rear 
caps, in Canon 100mm lens case 
£20-30

309 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 80524, barrel G, slight wear, elements F, fungus/clouding to rear 
element, with front & rear caps, in Canon 100mm f/3.5 lens case 
£40-60

310 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 86243, barrel G-VG, slight wear, elements G, with front & rear caps, 
in Canon 100mm f/3.5 lens case and Canon 100mm finder, in finder case 
£60-80

311 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 91053, barrel G-VG, elements F-G, some dust/fungus spots, with 
front & rear caps, Skylight filter, in Canon 100mm f/3.5 lens case 
£40-60

312 A Canon 100mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 96284, barrel G, slight wear, elements G-VG, with Skylight 1x filter, 
front & rear caps, in 100mm f/3.5 Canon lens case and Canon 100mm finder, G, in finder case 
£60-80

313 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 67428, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, 135mm 
f/3.5 hood, in Canon 135mm f/3.5 lens case and Canon 135mm finder, G, in finder case 
£70-90

314 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 68431, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, with UV 1x filter, rear 
cap, 135mm f/3.5 hood, in Canon 135mm f/3.5 lens case and Canon 135mm finder, G, in finder case 
£70-90

315 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 90603, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with SL39.3C filter, rear cap, 
135mm f/3.5 hood, in Canon 135mm f/3.5 lens case and Canon 135mm finder, G, in finder case 
£70-90

316 A Canon 135mm f/3.5 Lens, black, serial no 105545, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, T-5--2
 hood, in Canon lens case, in maker's box and a Canon 135mm finder, in finder case 
£70-90

317 A Canon Canonflex SLR Canera, serial no 24075, shutter working, self timer working, body G-VG, with Super 
Canomatic R 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 26004, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, in ERC, with Canon 
Accessory accessory coupler, flash unit coupler and cable release all in maker's boxes 
£120-180

318 A Canon Canonflex RP SLR Camera, serial no 133945, shutter working, self timer working, lever not holding, 
body G, ding below shutter button, with Super Canomatic R 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 31134, barrel F-G, some 
wear, elements G, light cleaning marks, grime around edge of front element, with Canon accessory coupler, in 
maker's box 
£60-80
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319 A Canon Canonflex R2000 SLR Camera, serial no 58273, shutter working, self timer working, body G-VG, with 
Super Canomatic R 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 26155, barrel G, elements G, with UV 1x filter, front cap, in ERC 
£120-180

320 A Canon Canonflex RM SLR Camera, serial no 104735, shutter working, light cell responsive, self timer working, 
body G-VG, light marks to base, with Super Canomatic R 50mm f/1.8 lens, serial no 74603, barrel G-VG, 
elements G, with Canon front cap, in ERC 
£80-100

321 A Canon Pellix QL SLR Camera, serial no 105003, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body 
G-VG, with Canon FLP 38mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G, some paint wear to grip, elements G-VG, front & rear caps, 
Canon FLP lens case, and ERC 
£150-250

322 A Canon FT QL SLR Camera, serial no 469381, shutter working, battery check OK, meter unresponsive, self 
timer working, body G. name scribbed to base, with Canon FL 50mm f/1.4 II lens, barrel G, light wear, elements 
G, with UV 1x filter, Canon front cap, in ERC 
£50-70

323 A Canon EX Auto QL SLR Camera, serial no 180181, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body G, slight marks, with Canon EX 50mm f/1.8 & EX 35mm f/3.5 lenses, barrels G-VG, elements G-VG, 35mm 
lens with hood & caps, in case and camera ERC 
£60-80

324 A Canon EF SLR Camera, black, serial no 332975, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body 
G, some brassing to top edges, paint wear & scratches to bottom/side edges, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.4 S.S.C. 
lens, barrel G, elements G, light dust, some lubricant residue to aperture leaves, with front cap and BS-55 hood 
£50-70

325 A Canon F-1 SLR Camera, serial no 223998, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body G, 
large ding to top of finder, light scratches to base, with Canon FD 55mm f/1.2 lens, barrel G, some paint wear to 
grip, elements G-VG and Canon front cap 
£150-250

326 A Canon FTb QL SLR Camera, black, serial no 399738, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body G, some paint wear, brassing to bottom edges, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G, elements G-VG, 
with BS-55 hood and Canon front cap 
£40-60

327 A Canon FTb QL SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 133291, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body G-VG, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with Canon front cap 
£40-60

328 A Canon AE-1 SLR Camera, black, serial no 988052, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body G, some wear to Canon lettering on finder, with FD 50mm f/1.4 S.S.C. lens, barrel G, paint wear to mount 
ring, elements G, with BS-55 hood and Canon lens cap 
£70-90

329 A Canon A-1 SLR Camera, black, serial no 142491, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body 
G, some paint wear to battery door edges, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 S.C. lens, barrel G, some paint wear to 
filter ring, elements G, with BS-55 hood 
£70-90

330 A Canon AE-1 Program SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 3695561, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 S.C. lens, barrel G, elements G, with Canon front cap 
£80-120

331 A Canon AL-1 QF SLR Camera, serial no 1050862, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body 
G-VG, with Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with BS-52 hood and Canon front cap 
£50-70

332 A Canon Super-Canomatic R 35mm f/2.5 Lens, serial no 16814, barrel G, slight paint wear to grip, elements G, 
with front & rear caps, R 35/2.5lens case, in worn maker's box 
£40-60
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333 A Canon Super-Canomatic R 100mm f/2 Lens, serial no 10678, barrel G, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front 
& rear caps and Canon R 100mm f/2 hood 
£200-250

334 A Canon Super-Canomatic R 100mm f/2 Lens, serial no 12282, barrel G, paint wear to grips, elements F-G, light 
scratches, dust, light fungus, with Canon front cap, unbranded rear cap, in Canon lens case 
£150-250

335 Two Canon 100mm Lenses, a Canon 100mm f/2 lens, in Canon R-A focusing adapter, serial no 10617, barrel G, 
elements F, scratch to middle of front element and a Canon R 100mm f/3.5 lens, serial no 11463, barrel G, 
elements F, fungus/clouding to rear element, with front & rear caps 
£150-250

336 Two Canon R 135mm Lenses, a Super-Canomatic R 135mm f/2.5 lens, serial no 16808, barrel G, paint wear to 
grip, elements G, with front & rear caps, in Canon R 135/2.5 lens case and a Canon R 13mm f/3.5 lens, serial no 
11687, barrel G, slight wear, elements G-VG, with rear cap, in maker's box 
£80-120

337 A Canon M 135mm f/2.5 Preset Lens, serial no 10206, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, on 
Canon mirror box 2, VG, with mirror box caps and quick release cable 
£200-300

338 A Canon M 200mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 10315, barrel G-VG, elements G, with front & rear caps, on Canon 
mirror box 2, G-VG and Canon R bellows, G-VG 
£200-300

339 A Canon FL 19mm f/3.5 R Lens, serial no 16630, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, Canon 
filter holder, in FL 19mm f/3.5 lens case 
£400-600

340 A Canon FL 28mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 15435, barrel G-VG, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, 
in unbranded lens case 
£50-70

341 A Canon FL 35mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 28522, barrel G-VG, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, 
in Canon lens case 
£40-60

342 A Canon FL 50mm f/1.4 Lens, serial no 48246, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps 
£50-70

343 A Macro Canon FL 50mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 26661, barrel G, slight paint wear, elements G-VG, with front & 
rear caps, in Macro FL 50mm f/3.5 lens case 
£40-60

344 A Canon FL 58mm f/1.2 Lens, serial no 40971, barrel G, light paint wear to grip, elements G-VG, with front and 
rear caps 
£80-120

345 A Canon FL 85mm f/1.8 Lens, serial no 16269, barrel G-VG, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, 
in Canon lens case 
£100-150

346 Two Canon FL Lenses, a Canon FL 200mm f/3.5 lens,barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG and a FL 135mm 
f/3.5 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, oth with front and rear caps 
£40-60

347 A Canon FD 17mm f/4 S.S.C. Lens, serial no 23617, barrel G, some scratches & wear, elements G-VG, with 
front & rear caps, in Canon lens case 
£250-350

348 A Canon FD 17mm f/4 Lens, serial no 17821, barrel G, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps 
£120-180
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349 A Canon FD 20mm f/2.8 Lens, serial no 43473, barrel G, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps and Canon 
72mm UV 1x filter 
£100-150

350 A Canon FD 24mm f/2.8 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 11776, barrel G, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, in 
Canon lens case 
£70-90

351 A Canon FD 24mm f/2.8 Lens, serial no 88803, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, BW-52C 
hood, Canon 52mm UV 1x filter, in Canon Lens case 
£70-90

352 A Canon FD 28mm f/2 S.S.C. Lens, serial no 20685, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, in 
Canon lens case 
£250-350

353 A Canon FD 28mm f/2.8 Lens, serial no 943225, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with Canon front cap, unbranded 
rear cap, BW-52B hood, in Canon lens case 
£30-50

354 A Canon FD 28mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 34668, barrel G, some light wear, elements G-VG, with 
front & rear caps, in Canon lens case 
£30-50

355 A Canon FD 35mm f/2 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 33084, barrel G-VG, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front 
& rear caps, in Canon lens case 
£120-180

356 A Canon FD 35mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 46929, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, with front & 
rear caps, in Canon lens case 
£40-60

357 A Canon FD 35mm f/3.5 S.C. Lens, serial no 216336, barrel G, slight wear, elements G-VG, with front & rear 
caps, in Canon lens case 
£40-60

358 A Canon Macro FD 50mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 135237, barrel G, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, in 
Canon lens case 
£50-70

359 A Canon FD 85mm f/1.2 L Lens, serial no 14372, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with front and rear caps 
£400-600

360 A Canon 85mm f/1.8 S.S.C. Lens, serial no 23012, barrel G, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps and BT-55 
hood 
£150-250

361 A Canon FD 100mm f/2.8 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 22355, barrel G, light wear, elements G-VG, with front & 
rear caps and BT-55 hood 
£50-70

362 A Canon Macro FD 100mm f/4 Lens, serial no 33666, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with Canon Skylight 1x 
filter, front & rear caps, BT-52 hood, in Canon lens case 
£50-70

363 A Canon FD 135mm f/2 Lens, serial no 21820, barrel G, some paint wear/scratches to hood, elements G, with 
front and rear caps 
£200-300

364 A Canon FD 135mm f/2.5 Lens, serial no 35774, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps 
£50-70

365 A Canon FD 135mm f/2.8 Lens, serial no 65335, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps, 
£30-50
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366 A Canon FD 135mm f/3.5 Lens, chrome nose, serial no 16464, barrel G, elements G, tiny fungus spot to rear 
element, with front & rear caps, BT-55 hood, in Canon lens case 
£30-50

367 A Canon FD 200mm f/2.8 Lens, serial no 16349, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front and rear caps 
£80-120

368 A Canon FD 200mm f/4 S.S.C. Lens, serial no 243823, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front & rear caps, in 
Canon Lens case 
£30-50

369 A Canon FD 300mm f/4 Lens, serial no 22665, barrel G, some light wear/scratches to hood, elements G-VG, 
with Canon Regular 1x drop in filter, front and rear caps 
£60-80

370 Two Canon FD Zoom Lenses, a FD 35-70mm f/4 & 35-70mm f/3.5-4.6 macro lens, barrels G-VG, elements G-
VG, both with front and rear caps 
£40-60

371 Three Canon 25mm finders, two missing front element, other G-VG, with distance adjustment lever 
£60-80

372 A Canon 28mm Finder, chrome, light brassing, elements G-VG 
£40-60

373 Two Canon 28mm Finders, black, G-VG, both in Canon finder cases, one in maker's box 
£50-70

374 Two Canon 35mm Finders, chrome, both in finder cases, G-VG 
£50-70

375 Two Canon 50mm Finders, black, one with distance adjustment lever, both in finder cases, G-VG 
£60-80

376 Two Canon 85mm Finders, chrome, one in unbranded case, other in Canon case, G-VG 
£50-70

377 Two Canon 85mm Finders, black, one with distance adjustment lever, both in finder cases, G-VG 
£60-80

378 A Canon 10cm Finder, chrome, G-VG 
£30-50

379 A Canon 135mm Finder, black, in finder case, maker's box, G-VG 
£40-60

380 A Canon Universal Finder 1, with Canon 28mm attachment, both in cases, G-VG 
£50-70

381 Two Canon Universal Finder 1, one with export permitted symbol, G-VG 
£50-70

382 Three Canon Universal Finder 1, all in finder cases, G-VG 
£60-80

383 Two Canon Universal Finder 2, both in finder cases, G-VG 
£70-90

384 Two Canon Zoomfinder VS, both in maker's boxes, with finder cases and a Canon zoomfinder 21-28mm 
attacment, G-VG 
£70-90

385 A Canon Universal Finder, for Tele, Standard & Wide Angle lenses, G 
£50-70

386 Two Canon Sports Finders, with 50mm, 85mm & 100mm frames, one in finder case, one missing rear viewing 
mask 
£50-70
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387 Two Canon Waist Level Viewer 2, one in black Viewer case, other in brown, G-VG 
£40-60

388 Two Canon Canonflex Waist Level Magnifying Finders, in finder cases, G-VG 
£60-80

389 Six Canon Auto Up V Close Up Attacments, a V-I for 50mm f/1.8 lens, V-I for 35mm f/1.8 lens, V-I for 50mm f/1.2
 lens, V-II 50mm f/1.2 lens, V-II for 50mm f/1.8 lens and a V-II for 50mm-35mm lens, all in cases, G-VG 
£70-90

390 Four Canon Auto Up Close Up Attachments, two 450 & two 900, all in Auto Up cases, G-VG 
£40-60

391 A Tray of Canon Flash Units, a B-I, in case, B-II, in case, B-III, in maker's box, three model Y, one in maker's 
box, two in cases, three model V, in cases, a model III, in case and two Flash V3, in cases, overall G-VG 
£80-100

392 A Canon EOS 6D DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, appears to function as should, body VG, with battery, 
(no charger), body cap, strap, manual, in maker's box 
£200-300

393 A Canon EOS 6D Mark II DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, appears to function as should, body VG, with 
battery, LG-E6E charger, body cap, strap, wrist strap, in maker's box 
£400-600

394 A Canon EOS 7D DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, appears to function as should, body VG, with battery, 
LG-E6E charger, body cap, strap, manual, in maker's box 
£120-180

395 A Canon R5 DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, display touch screen working, appears to function as should, 
body VG, with battery, LG-E6E charger, USB-C cable strap, pocket manual, in maker's box 
£1,800-2,200

396 A Panasonic Lumix GF2 Digital Camera, black, powers up, shutter working, display screen working, appears to 
function as should, body G-VG, with Sigma Art 19mm f/2.8 DN lens, lens rattles when shaken, focusing 
functions, barrel G, elements VG, with cap, battery and DE-A94 charger 
£40-60

397 A Panasonic Lumix G6 Digital Camera, black, powers up, shutter working, display screen working, appears to 
function as should, body G-VG, with Lumix G Vario 14-140mm f/3.5-5.6 ASPH Power O.I.S lens, focusing 
working, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with battery, DE-A80 charger, lens cap, hood, quick start manual, strap, in 
maker's box 
£80-120

398 A Panasonic Lumix GX7 Digital Camera Body, black, powers up, shutter working, display screen working, 
appears to function as should, body VG, with battery, DE-A98 charger, body cap, strap, in maker's box 
£100-150

399 A Panasonic Lumix G9 Digital Camera Body, black, powers up, shutter working, display screen working, appears 
to function as should, body VG, with battery, DMW-BTC13 charger, USB cable, USB mains plug adapter, 
manual, body cap, strap, in maker's box and Lumix G camera bag 
£300-500

400 A Nikon CoolPix P900 Digital Camera, black, shutter working, flash working, display screen working, appears to 
function as should, body VG, with Nikkor ED VR 4.3-357mm f/2.8-6.5 lens, elements VG, with battery, USB wall 
plug adapter, no USB cable, manual, cap, strap, in maker's box 
£200-300

401 An Olympus OM-D E-M1 Digital Camera, shutter working, display screen working, appears to function as should, 
body VG, with M Zuiko Digital 12-40mm f/2.8 Pro lens, focusing working, barrel VG, elements VG, with battery, 
charger, lens cap, hood. Maker's box and Olympus shoulder bag 
£300-500
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402 A Canon EOS 5D Mark II EF 24-105mm L IS USM DSLR Camera Kit, powers up, shutter working, appears to 
function as should, body G-VG, with battery/charger and body cap, with EF 24-105 L IS USM lens, auto focus 
working, barrel G-VG, light fading to grip, elements VG, with front/rear caps, EW-83H hood, soft lens bag, two 
SanDisk Extreme IV flash cards, in maker's box 
£400-600

403 A Canon G3X Digital Camera, powers up, shutter working, appears to function as should, body G, light wear, 
with charged battery, no charger, with Canon 25x 15 f/2.8-5.6 USM lens, elements G-VG, with lens cap, strap, 
manual, in maker's box 
£250-350

404 A Canon EOS 5D DSLR Camera Body, serial no 1731203415, powers up, shutter working, appears to function 
as should, body G-VG, some paint wear to flash shoe, with battery and charger, body cap, cables and strap 
£100-150

405 A Voigtländer Inos II Folding Camera, body G, bellows G, F Deckel Compur shutter, shutter working, with 
10.5cm f/4.5 Skopar lens, elements G, in Voigtlander case 
£50-70

406 A Nikon D5300 DSLR Camera, serial no 5064470, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, 
body G-VG, with AF-P Nikkor DX VR 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G lens, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, elements G-
VG, AF-S Nikkor DX 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G ED lens, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, battery & 
MH-24 charger, caps, Nikon mouse mat, manual and maker's box 
£250-350

407 An early 20th Century Houghton Quarter Plate 'The "Sanderson" Hand Camera Patent', serial no. 1399, original 
model, third version, circa 1901, with Bausch and Lomb shutter, G 
£150-200

408 A Hasselblad X1D 50c 4116 Edition Mirrorless Digital Camera, black, serial no UQ27001336, powers up, shutter 
working, touch screen working, appears to function as should, body VG, with Hasselblad XCD 45mm f/3.5 lens, 
auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, 3054772 GPS module, type 2241 Hasselblad charger, battery, 
body cap, front & rear lens caps, lens & camera warranty certificates, XCD hood, getting started manual, strap, 
USB cable, in maker's box 
£2,500-3,500

409 A Sony Alpha a700 DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, appears to function as should, body G, some light 
scratches front top, with VG-C70AM vertical grip, VG, in maker's box, battery, charger, body cap, warranty card, 
manual, in maker's box 
£80-120

410 A Sony Alpha a900 DSLR Camera Body, shutter working, appears to function as should, body VG, with unused 
RMT-DSLR1 remote, VG-C90AM vertical grip, VG, in maker's box, battery, charger, cables, body cap, warranty 
card, in maker's box 
£400-600

411 A Sony RX10 II Digital Camera, shutter working, display working, appears to function as should, body VG, with 
Carl Zeiss T* 8.8-73.3mm f/2.8 Vario Sonnar lens, focusing working, elements VG-E, lens hood, cap, battery, 
charger, strap, warranty card, in maker's box 
£300-500

412 A Panasonic Lumix G3 Digital Camera, black, shutter working, touch screen working, flash working, body VG, 
with G Vario 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ASPG Mega O.I.S. lens, focusing working, barrel VG, elements VG, H-
FS014042 hood, lens cap, battery, charger, manual, in maker's box 
£80-120

413 A Panasonic Lumix GF1 Digital Camera, black, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, 
body VG, with G 20mm f/1.7 ASPH lens, focusing working, barrel VG, elements VG, DMW-LVF1 live view finder, 
finder working, in case & maker's box, with body cap, lens caps, lens bag, battery, charger, manual, Lumix 
branded camera bag, in maker's box 
£200-300
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414 A Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-R1 Digital Camera, shutter working, display screen working, flash working, appears to 
function as should, body VG, with Carl Zeiss T* 14.3-71.5MM F/2.8-4.8 Cario Sonnar lens, elements VG, battery, 
AC-L15A AC power adapter, lens cap, hood, in maker's box 
£80-120

415 A Kochmann Enolde 6x9cm Folding Camera, body G, original owners details etched inside film door, EJL etched 
to both lens door hinges, some light wear to edges, small ding to finder mount on front standard, with F Deckel 
Compur shutter, sluggish in slow speeds, Carl Zeiss Jena 10.5cm f/4.5 Tessar lens, elements F-G, some 
fungus/clouding, original telscopic finder, G, moves freely, some brassing, small dings to eye cup, elements G, 
quick release worn incomplete manual, in ERC 
£400-600

416 A Marion & Co. LTD 5¼X3¼'' Reflex Camera, serial no IIII85, Kershaw's patent 22698-04, shutter fires, smooth, 
one part of curtian not closing, body G, light scuffs & wear, bellows/viewing hood G-GV, focus screen intact, with 
Dallmeyer No3 SERII 165mm f/6.4 Stigmatic lens, elements G, some ligh fungus, two DDS & film plate back 
£150-250

417 A Houghton Butcher Ensign Focal Plane Roll Film Reflex Camera, English patent no 280352, shutter not 
working, mirror jammed up, internally clean, body G, scuffs to leatherette, viewing hood G, some wear, with Aldis 
Uno 4 inch f/4.5 lens, elements F-G 
£60-80

418 A R J Beck Frena No. 2 Camera, with brass level bubbles top & side, shutter not cocking, mechanics move 
freely, body G-VG, all levels intact, with ''The Frena Hanbook'' G, glass slide of couple with new born, in canvas 
case 
£80-120

419 A Ricoh GR21 Compact Camera, black, shutter working, flash working, LCD displays working, on/off button & 
rubber around rear finder window sllightly tacky, body G-VG, with 21mm f/3.5 GR lens, elements VG, soft case 
lens hood, lens cap, PL, MC-1B & 30.5mm filter ring, in keepers, leather body cover, in makers box and manual 
£500-700

420 A Yasuhara T981 Rangefinder Camera, serial no 00981, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
rangefinder working, body VG-E, with Voigtlander Nokton 50mm f/1.5 Aspherical (L39) lens, serial no 8021662, 
barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, lens hood, front & rear caps, body cap and manual 
£500-700

421 A Showa Optical Leotax F Rangefinder Camera, red dial, serial no 552278, shutter working, rangefinder working, 
body G, light marks to base, light wear, with Leonon-8 5cm f/2 lens, serial no 340270, barrel G, elements G-VG, 
with SL=39C, filter, front cap, Leotax ERC and photocopied manual 
£200-300

422 A Canon P Rangefinder Camera, chrome, serial no 786370, blue, orange, chrome film speed dial, shutter 
working, self timer working, rangefinder functions, body G, light marks to top plate from meter, with light meter, 
light cell responsive, Canon 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G, elements F, fungus patch centre of rear element, rear 
lens cap, two Canon front caps, in Canon ERC 
£80-120

423 A Minolta Dynax 9 SLR Camera, serial no 21901951, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as 
should, body G-VG, with Minolta AF 28-105mm f/3.5-4.5 lens, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, elements VG, 
with front/rear caps, hood, VC-9 battery grip, 5600 HS D flash, maker's boxes and manuals 
£150-250

424 A Robot Junior Camera, serial no J 131830, spring drive working, shutter working, body G, light wear, with 
Schneider Kreuznach 35mm f/2.8 Xenar lens, elements G-VG, with Robot Junior manual, in non-matching serial 
number Robot display box 
£70-90

425 A Leica AF-C1 Compact Camera, serial no 33197713, powers up, shutter working, flash working, self-timer 
working, body G-VG, elements G-VG 
£80-120
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426 A Nikon 35Ti Quartz Date Compact Camera, serial no 5023386, powers up, shutter working, flash working, 
appears to function as should, body VG-E, with Nikkor 35mm f/2.8 lens, elements G, tiny 2mm spot blemish 
appox 10.00 clock to front element, in Nikon 35Ti Quartz Date display box, with key 
£500-700

427 A Canon T90 SLR Camera Outfit, powers up, shutter working, meter responsive, self-timer working, appears to 
function as should, body G, light wear, with 35-105mm f/3.5 macro FD lens, a 50mm f/1.8 FD lens, a 28mm f/2.8 
FD lens, a 70-210mm f/4 FD lens, barrels G-VG, elements G-VG, all with front/rear caps and a 300TL flash, 
flash working on test 
£120-180

428 A Gomz Leningrad Rangefinder Camera, 1964, four screw, serial no 000149, spring drive working, shutter 
working, self timer working, rangefinder fucntions, some creases to shutter curtain, body G-VG, with Jupiter 5cm 
f/2 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front cap, in ERC 
£70-90

429 A Zorki 2 Rangefinder Camera, serial no 5511020, shutter working, self timer working, rangefinder functions, 
body G-VG, some paint wear to edge of film door, with 5cm f/3.5 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with stereo 
attachment & finder, lens cap, in fitted case 
£100-150

430 An Olympus PEN F Half Frame Camera, mirror, film advance lever jammed, body G, some heavy scratches to 
top plate, with F Zuiko 38mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G, elements G, with unbranded front cap 
£40-60

431 An Olympus PEN FT Half Frame Camera, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body G-VG, 
light wear, with F Zuiko 38mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G-VG, light paint scratches to grip, elements G, Pen F front cap, 
in soft case 
£120-180

432 An Olympus PEN FT Half Frame Camera, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer sticking, body F-G, 
missing left hand screw to base plate, with F Zuiko 38mm f/1.8 lens, barrel G some paint scratches to grip, 
elemenets G and unbranded front cap 
£70-90

433 An Olympus Medical FT Half Frame Camera Body, black, shutter working, body G-VG, with Olympus SF40B 
medical adapter and Pen F -3 eye cup dioptre 
£70-90

434 Two Olympus PEN Half Frame Cameras, shutters working, bodies G-VG, with D Zuiko 2.8cm f/3.5 lenses, 
elements G, in soft cases, one with worn maker's box and manual 
£50-70

435 Two Olympus PEN-S Half Frame Cameras, one shutter working other erratic, bodies G, with D Zuiko 3cm f/2.8 
lenses, elements G-VG, one with worn soft case, manual, in maker's box 
£40-60

436 Two Olympus-PEN EE Half Frame Cameras, type 2, shutters working, one with responsive light cell/aperture, 
other erratic, bodies G, with D Zuiko 2.5cm f/3.5 lenses, elements G-VG 
£50-70

437 Two Olympus PEN EE-S Half Frame Cameras, shutters working, light cells/apertures responsive, bodies G-VG, 
one with tiny ding to top plate, with D Zuiko 3cm f/2.8 lenses, elements G-VG, one with soft case 
£60-80

438 An Olympus PEN D Half Fame Camera, shutter working, light cell responsive, body G-VG, with F Zuiko 3.3cm 
f/1.9 lens, elements G-VG 
£40-60

439 An Olympus PEN D2 Half Frame Camera, shutter working, meter responsive, body G-VG, with F Zuiko 32mm 
f/1.9 lens, elements G-VG and lens cap 
£50-70
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440 An Olympus PEN D3 Half Frame Camera, shutter working, meter responsive, body G-VG, with F Zuiko 32mm 
f/1.7 lens, elements G-VG and lens cap 
£60-80

441 An Olympus PEN W Half Frame Camera, shutter working, body G, light wear, with E Zuiko W 25mm f/2.8 lens, 
elements G-VG, with soft case, manual, in maker's box 
£100-200

442 An Olympus PEN Rapid EES Half Frame Camera, shutter working, light cell/aperture responsive, body G-VG, 
with D Zuiko 30mm f/2.8 lens, elements G-VG 
£50-70

443 Two Olympus PEN Half Frame Cameras, a PEN EE-2, shutter working, lightcell/aperture responsive, body G, 
with D Zuiko 28mm f/3.5 lens, elements G-VG and an EES-2, shutter working, light cell/aperture unresponsive, 
body G-VG, with D Zuiko 30mm f/2.8 lens, elements G-VG, in worn soft case 
£50-70

444 Three Olympus PEN EE-3 Half Fame Cameras, shutters working, light cells/apertures responsive, bodies G-VG, 
with D Zuiko 28mm f/2.8 lenses, elements G-VG, with caps, one in maker's box, with manual 
£70-90

445 Three Canon Dial 35 Half Frame Cameras, a Canon Dial 35-2,spring drive working, shutter working, meter 
untested, body G, elements G, in soft case, a Bell & Howell Canon Dial 35 & Bell & Howell Dial 35, spring drives 
working, shutters working, bodies G, elements G, both showing signs of battery leakage, in cases, with a Canon 
Dial 35 maker's box 
£60-80

446 Two Canon Demi Half Frame Cameras, a Demi C, shutter working, light cell responsive, body G, with 28mm 
f/2.8 & 50mm f/2.8 lens, barrels G-VG, elements G-VG, in Demi C case and a Demi, shutter working, light cell 
responsive, body G, elements G, in worn soft case, with manual, in Light Weight Demi maker's box 
£60-80

447 A Canon Demi EE28 Half Frame Camera, shutter working, light cell responsive, body G-VG, with 28mm f/2.8 
lens, elements G-VG, with wrist strap 
£40-60

448 A Canon Demi Half Frame Camera, red, shutter working, light cell responsive, body G, elements G-VG 
£40-60

449 A Fuji TW-3 Half Frame Camera, with built in uncharged battery, untested, body G, with wrist strap 
£40-60

450 Two Fujica Mini Half Frame Cameras, shutters working, light cels responsive, bodies F-G, some scuffs & wear, 
with wrist chain, soft cases, one in maker's box, with manual 
£50-70

451 A Konica AA-35 Half Frame Camera, gold, shutter working, drive working, flash working, body G-VG, elements 
G-VG, with wrist strap 
£70-90

452 Two Pentacon Penti Half Frame Cameras, one gold, one black, shutters working, bodies F-G, some wear, 
elements G-VG, gold Penti in maker's box 
£40-60

453 Four Half Frame Cameras, a MEI-HALF, Mei Half and two Meisupii Half, shutters working, bodies G, elements G 

£40-60
454 A Group of Soviet Half Frame Cameras, two Chajka-II, a Yauka 2M, Yanka II (2) and two Yanka 3, F-G 

£50-70
455 A Nichiryo Teflex Half Frame Binocular Camera, serial no 100152, 7x50 field 300 feeta at 1000 yard binocular, 

some paint wear and scratches, elements P-F, clouding, camera spring drive loads, sometimes keeps running, 
noisy, shutter working 
£100-200
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456 A Horizont 35mm Panoramic Camera, serial no 6800626, shutter working, body G, light wear, with 28mm f/2.8 
lens, elements G-VG, 24x58 finder, pistol grip, in ERC 
£80-120

457 An Agfa Karat 4.5 Camera, seroal no BV 3420 T, shutter sluggish on slow speeds, body G, some wear to bottom 
plate, with 5cm f/3.5 Solinar lens, elements G, two film cartrages, Agfa Karat lens cap, in Agfa ERC 
£30-50

458 A Photavit IV Camera, serial no 18257, shutter sluggish on slow speeds, body G, some metal tarnishing, with 
Schneider Kreuznach 37.5mm f/3.5 lens, elements G, one film cassette, in Photavit ERC 
£30-50

459 A VEB Zeiss Ikon Taxona Camera, serial no 132866, shutter sluggish on slow speeds, body G,with C. Zeiss 
Jena 37.5mm f/3.5 T Tessar lens, elements G 
£40-60

460 A Canon EOS 650 SLR Camera, shutter working, appears to function as should, body G, some light wear, with 
Canon EF 28-70mm f/3.5-4.5 & EF 70-210mm f/f lenses, auto focus working, barrels G-VG, elements G-VG 
£50-70

461 An Agfa Ambiflex SLR Camera, serial no AV 2299, shutter working, body G-VG, light wear to base, with Agfa 
50mm f/2.8 Color Solinar lens, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with waist levet finder, eye level finder, VG, in keeper 
& maker's box, in ERC 
£80-120

462 A Voigtländer Prominent Rangefinder Camera, 1953, serial no B 60415,shutter slightly sluggish on one second, 
range finder functions, body G-VG, with 50mm f/2 Ulron lens, 35mm f/3.5 Skoparon lens & 100mm f/4.4 Dynaron 
lens, barrels G-VG, elements G-VG, with ERC and lens cases 
£200-300

463 A Canon 7 Rangefinder Camera Body, serial no 938623, shutter working, light cell responsive, self timer 
working, rangefinder functions, body VG 
£70-90

464 A Voigtländer Vitessa 125 Rangefinder Camera, circa 19552, atomatic parralax correction (rear finder moves), 
shutter working, rangefinder functions, body VG, with 50mm f/2 Ultron lens, elements G-VG, camera manual, 
inspection certificate, German inspection card, pink plunger/shutter top plate card, ERC, in Voigtlander Vitessa 
case 
£120-180

465 A Nikon F SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 6459542, shutter sticking on slow speeds, self timer catching on 
release button, body F, paint wear to edges, brassing to winder top, with waist level finder, G, Nippon Kogaku 
Nikkor-S 5.8cm f/1.4 non AI lens, serial no 174489, barrel F-G, paint wear, elements G, some light fungus, some 
scratches from cleaning, with front cap 
£60-80

466 A Nippon Kogaku Nikon F SLR Camera Body, chrome, serial no 6554737, shutter working, self timer working, 
body G, light paint wear to edges, light scratches to base, with eye level finder, body cap, in Nikon F ERC 
£70-90

467 A Nippon Kogaku Nikon F Photomic FTN SLR Camera Body, chrome, red dot serial no 659661, shutter working, 
finder meter responsive, self timer working, body G, brassing to finder edges, small ding to front corner of finder, 
letters KOCH scratched into front edge bellow rewind knob, with body cap, in Nikon F ERC 
£70-90

468 A Nikon F SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 6864146, shutter working, self timer working, body G, some paint 
wear to edges, tiny ding to top of eye level finder, some scratches/wear, with Nikon Zoom Nikkor 43-86mm f/3.5 
non AI lens, barrel G, some paint wear, elements G, with front cap 
£60-80
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469 A Nikon F Photomic FTN SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 7211557, shutter not closing on slow speeds, self 
timer working, finder meter responsive, body G-VG, with Nippon Kogaku Nikkor-S Auto 50mm f/1.4 non AI lens, 
serial no 563285, barrel G-VG, light brassing to mount, elements G-VG, with Nikkor L1A filter, front cap, in Nikon 
F ERC 
£80-120

470 A Nikon F SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 7286998, shutter working, self timer working, with Nikon F model 3 
clip on Selenium meter, serial no 992011, meter responsive, Nippon Kogaku Micro Nikkor 55mm f/3.5 lens, 
barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, front cap, lens manual, in bottom half of ERC 
£120-180

471 A Nikon F2AS SLR Camera, black, serial no 7509349, recently fully serviced by Sover Wong, shutter working, 
self timer working, body VG, with DP-12 finder, meter responsive, Nikkor 50mm f/1.8 AI lens, serial no 1786744, 
barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with front cap 
£200-300

472 A Nikon F2SB Photomic SLR Camera Body, black, serial no 7533019, shutter working, self timer working, DP-3 
finder, meter responsive, body G-VG, some wear to base plate, with body cap, manual, in Nikon ERC 
£150-250

473 A Nikon F2 Photomic Camera Body, chrome, serial no 7677255, shutter working, self timer working, DP-1 finder, 
meter responsive, body G-VG, with body cap, manual, in Nikon ERC 
£120-180

474 A Nikon F2AS SLR Camera Body, chrome, serial no 7688842, recently fully serviced by Sover Wong, shutter 
working, self timer working, body VG, DP-12 finder, meter responsive, with body cap, in Nikon ERC 
£200-300

475 A Nikon F2A SLR Camera, black, serial no 7772137, recently fully serviced by Sover Wong, shutter working, self 
timer working, DP-11 finder, meter responsive, with Nikkor 28mm f/2.8 AI-S lens, barrel G-VG, elements VG, 
with LI8c filter, manual, front/rear caps and body cap 
£200-300

476 A Nikon F2A SLR Camera Body, chrome, serial no 8009588, recently serviced by Sover Wong, shutter working, 
self timer working, DP-11 finder, meter responsive, body G-VG, with body cap 
£150-250

477 A Nikon F2 Titan SLR Camera black, no name Titan, serial no 9201791, shutter working, self timer working, 
body VG, slight paint wear to front edge of base plate, split to mirror pad, with eye level finder, DP-11 finder, 
meter responsive, Nikkor 50mm f/1.2 AI-S lens, serial no 297887, barrel VG, elements VG, shutter button 
extender, front/rear caps, body cap, in Nikon ERC 
£800-1,200

478 A Nikon FE SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 4015548, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body G-VG, light marks to base, with Nikon Series E 36-72mm f/3.5 AI-S lens, barrel VG, elements VG, Nikon 
strap, front cap and Nikon CF-27 case, in maker's box 
£50-70

479 A Nikon FG SLR Camera Body, chrome, serial no 8497264, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer 
working, body G-VG, light marks to base, with base plate cover and body cap 
£40-60

480 A Nikon FA SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 5091431, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body VG, with Nikon 35-70mm f/3.3-4.5 AI-S lens, barrel VG, elements VG, manual, front cap, in CF30 case 
£120-180

481 A Nikon EM SLR Camera, black, serial no 6355314, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, body 
VG, with Nikon Series E 50mm f/1.8 lens, barrel VG, elements VG, front cap, in CF11 case 
£50-70

482 A Nikon Nikkormat FTN SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 4100286, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer 
working, body G-VG, with Nikkor 43-86mm f/3.5 lens, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with front/rear caps and body 
cap 
£40-60
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483 A Nikon 1 J1 Digital Camera, black, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, body VG, with 
1 Nikkor 10-30mm f/3.5-5.6 VR lens, barrel VG, elements VG, front/rears caps, body cap, battery, charger 
Service Warranty, manual, USB cable, in maker's box 
£50-70

484 A Nikon 1 V1 Digital Camera, black, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, body VG, with 
1 Nikkor 10-30mm f/3.5-5.6 VR lens, barrel VG, elements VG, front/rears caps, body cap, battery, MH-25 
charger, in Nikon 1 camera bag 
£60-80

485 A Nikon FT1 Mount Adapter, VG, with front & rear caps, in maker's box 
£40-60

486 A Nikon Coolpix 995 Digital Camera, powers up, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, 
body VG, elements VG, with battery, charger, MB compact flash card, manual, USB cable, in maker's box, TC-
E3 telephoto converter, WC-E63 wideangle converter, EH-21 AC adapter/battery charger and filter set, all VG, in 
maker's boxes 
£60-80

487 A Nikon D3 FX DSLR Camera Body, serial no 2002475, shutter working, displays working, appears to function 
as should, body G, slight wear, with battery, MH-22 charger, body cap, cables, manual, in maker's box 
£200-300

488 A Nippon Kogaku Nikon S2 Rangefinder Camera, chrome, version 2, serial no 6194219, shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G, light scratches to top/bottom plates, paint wear to edges, with Nippon Kogaku 
Nikkor-H 5cm f/2 lens, serial no 754131, barrel G, elements G, Nikkor f/1.4 No 1 1m -50cm Auto up attachments, 
G 
£200-300

489 A Nippon Kogaku Nikon F SLR Camera, black, serial no 6443228, shutter working, body F,ding to front of eye 
level finder, brassing & paint wear,Nikkor-H Auto 2.8cm f/3.5 non AI lens, barrel F-G, elements F, in F-250 motor 
drive, serial no 99040, G, with spools & battery pack (no cable) and Nikon back 
£200-300

490 A Nikon F SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 6975273, shutter working, self timer working, body G, some copper 
colour staining to film speed dial, tiny ding to front of eye level finder, with Nikkor-P Auto 180mm f/2.8 non AI 
lens, serial no 320001, barrel G, some paint wear & scratches, elements F-G, fungus to rear element, with lens 
cap 
£100-150

491 A Nippon Kogaku Nikon F Photomic II SLR Camera Outfit, chrome, serial no 6560258, shutter working, finder 
responsive, self timer working, body G-VG, light scratches to base, some brassing to ASA dial on finder, with 
Nippon Kogaku 5cm f/3 lens, serial no 535832, barrel G, elements F, cleaning scratches to front/rear elements, 
Nippon Kogaku Nikkor-S 35mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G, elements G, Nippon Kogaku Nikkor-Q 135mm f/3.5 lens, 
barrel G, elements G, all non AI, all with caps, model III selenium light meter, meter responsive, in worn Nikon 
outfit case 
£120-180

492 A Nikon F2 SLR Camera, chrome, serial no 8024634, shutter working, self timer working, body G-VG, light wear, 
with DW-1 waist level finder, Nikkor 35mm f/2.8 AI-S lens, serial no 557512, barrel G, wear to mount/aperture 
grip, elements G, with lens cap 
£150-250

493 A Nikon D7200 DSLR Camera, serial no 4342384, shutter working, flash working, appears to function as should, 
body G, some light wear, with Nikon DX AF-S Nikkor 35mm f/1.8G lens, auto focus working, barrel G, elements 
G-VG, with two batteries, MH-25a charger and manual 
£300-400

494 A Nikon 35Ti Quartz Date Compact Camera, serial no 4011560, shutter working, flash working self timer 
working, appears to function as should, body VG, with Nikkor 35mm f/2.8 lens, elements VG, with manual, soft 
case, wrist strap, in maker's box and outer sleeve 
£500-700
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495 A Nikon Photomic FTN SLR Camera, serial no 7101125, shutter working, finder responsive, self timer working, 
body VG, with Nipon Kogaku Nikkor-S 5cm f/2 non Ai lens, serial no 525767, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, 
manuals for finder & camera, Nikon ERC in worn ERC 
£100-150

496 A Nikon FE Camera Body, chrome, serial no 4431166, shutter working, meter responsive, self timer working, 
body VG, with manual, in matching serial number maker's box 
£50-70

497 A Nippon Kogaku Nikkor-H Auto 28mm f/3.5 non AI Lens, serial no 362372, barrel VG, elements VG, with L39 
filter, front & rear caps, lens case, in maker's box 
£40-60

498 A Nikon Nikkor-Q Auto 135mm f/2.8 non AI Lens, serial no 360531, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with front 
cap,Nikon L1A filter, in Nikon bubble, in maker's box 
£30-50

499 A Nikon Nikkor-Q.C Auto 200mm f/4 non AI Lens, serial no 613154, barrel VG, elements VG, with front and rear 
caps 
£40-60

500 Two Nikon Zoom Lenses, a Nikkor 35-70mm f/3.5 AI lens, barrel VG, elements VG, with L37c filter, front/rear 
caps and a Nikon Series E 75-150mm f/3.5 AI-S lens, barrel VG, elements VG, with front/rear caps, in worn 
maker's box 
£80-120

501 A Nikon Nikkor 85mm f/2 AI-S Lens, serial no 308019, barrel VG, elements VG, with front & rea caps, lens 
manual, in matching serial number maker's box 
£80-120

502 A Nikon AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.4D Lens, serial no 6274337, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, with 
front/rear caps and HR-4 hood 
£60-80

503 A Nikon AF Nikkor 75-300mm f/4.5-5.6 Lens, serial no 324823, auto focus working, barrel G, light wear, 
elements VG, with front & rear caps, in matching serial number maker's box 
£60-80

504 A Nikon AF Nikkor 85mm f/1.8D Lens, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, elements VG, with front/rear caps and 
HN-23 hood, ding to one side of hood 
£80-120

505 A Nippon Kogaku PC-Nikkor 35mm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 102617, all moves freely, barrel G, some paint wear, 
elements G-VG, with front/rear caps, L39 filter and lens manual 
£100-150

506 A Group on Nikon non AI Lenses, a Nikkor-H 28mm f/3.5 lens, barrel G, elements G, Nippon Kogaku Nikkor-P 
10.5cm f/2.5 lens, barrel G, elements G, Zoom Nikkor C 43-86mm f/3.5 lens, barrel G, elements G and a Nikkor-
Q 200mm f/4 lens, barrel G, elements G 
£80-120

507 A Nikon ED AF Nikkor 70-300m f/4-5.6D Lens, serial no 294780, auto focus working, barrel G, some light fading 
to grip, some brassing to mount, elements G-VG, light dust, with front and rear caps, 
£50-70

508 A Nikon DX AF-S Nikkor 17-55mm f/2.8G ED Lens, serial no 383679, auto focus working, barrel F-G, sme 
damage to focus grip, elements G-VG, light dust, with front and rear caps 
£150-250

509 A Nikon N AF-S Nikkor 70-200mm f/2.8G II VR Lens, serial no US20090405, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, 
light fading to grip, elements VG, with HB-48 hood, front & rear caps, in Nikon CL-M2 lens bag 
£300-400
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510 A Nikon AF Nikkor 35-70mm f/2.8D Lens, serial no 625076, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, with 
front cap, in maker's box 
£60-80

511 A Nikon AF DC-Nikkor 105mm f/2D Lens. serial no 202606, auto focus working, barrelG-VG, elements VG, with 
front & rear caps, lens manual, in maker's box 
£300-500

512 A Nikon F Type II Waist Level Finder, VG, with cap, in finder case, in maker's box 
£50-70

513 A Nikon F Model I Photomic Finder, finder responsive, G-VG, in Nikon F finder case 
£40-60

514 A Nikon MF-3 Rewind Stop Back, VG 
£40-60

515 A Nikon MD-2 Motor Drive, with MB-1 battery pack, VG 
£80-120

516 Nikon Accessories, a MD-E, MD-12 motor drive, SB-7 SB-10, SB-E flash unit, TC-1, TC-200, TC-201 
Teleconverter, unresponsive FTN finder, HK-4, HS-10, HS-12 hood, Nikkor 52mm Polar filter, Nikkor M tube, 
BR2 Nikon F adapter ring, Joseph D Cooper Nikon Nikkormat handbook and other items 
£40-60

517 A Nikon F2 DW-1 Waist Level Finder, VG, in worn maker's box 
£60-80

518 Two Nikon Photomic Finder, a Photomic TN, black, slight brassing to one top corner and a Photomic FTN, 
chrome, light brassing to edges, both untested, both in not mathing model Nikon F finder boxes 
£60-80

519 A Canon EF 500mm f/4 L IS USM Lens, serial no 30316, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, light fading to grip, 
elements VG-E, with ET-138 hood, E-163 lens cap, rear cap, in Canon 500 lens case 
£1,500-2,000

520 A Canon EF 400mm f/5.6 L USM Lens, serial no 162997, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with 
front & rear caps, LZ1132 lens case, in maker's box 
£350-450

521 A Canon EF 300mm f/4 L IS USM Lens, serial no 172640, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with 
front & rear caps, LZ1362 lens case, in maker's box 
£300-500

522 A Canon EF 300mm f/2.8 L IS USM Lens, serial no 49436, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, light fading to grip, 
elements VG-E, with E-145 lens cap, rear cap, ET-120 hood, in Canon 300 lens case 
£800-1,200

523 A Canon EF 200mm f/2.8 L Ultrasonic Lens, serial no 115480, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, 
with front & rear caps, in worn Canon lens case 
£150-250

524 A Canon EF 135mm f/2.8 Soft Focus Lens, serial no 36402, auto focus, soft focus settings working, barrel VG, 
elements G, with front and rear caps 
£80-120

525 A Canon EF 40mm f/2.8 STM Lens, serial no 11511171, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with 
front & rear caps, lens manual, in maker's box 
£80-120

526 A Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 L IS USM Lens, serial no 608333, barrel G, one or two minor paint scratches, 
elements VG-E, with front & rear caps and ET-83C hood 
£350-450

527 A Canon EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 L IS USM Lens, serial no 117086, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-
E, with front & rear caps, EW-83G hood, in LZ1324 lens case 
£400-600
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528 A Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS II Nano USM Lens, serial no 6001100823, auto focus working, digital display 
working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with front & rear caps and LH-74B hood 
£300-400

529 A Canon EF 70-200mm f/4 L IS USM Lens, serial no 603469, auto focus working, barrel VG, elemenets VG-E, 
with front & rear caps, ET-74 hood, LP1224 lens bag, manual, in maker's box 
£300-400

530 A Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 IS Ultrasonic Lens, serial no 0100317F, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements 
VG-E, with front & rear caps, ET-64 hood, in Neewer lens bag 
£70-90

531 A Canon 24-105mm f/4 L IS USM Lens, serial no 6997991, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with 
front & rear caps, EW-83H hood, in LP1219 lens bag 
£200-250

532 A Canon EF 17-40mm f/4 L USM Lens, serial no 5868019, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with 
front & rear caps and EW-83E hood 
£120-180

533 A Canon EF 16-35mm f/4 L IS USM Lens, serial no 6470001466, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, 
with front & rear caps, EW-82 hood, in maker's box 
£350-450

534 A Canon EF-S 10-22mm f/5-4.5 USM Lens, serial no 18973770, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, 
with front cap, EW-83E hood, LP1219 lens bag, in maker's box 
£70-90

535 A Canon Extender EF 1.4x II, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front & rear caps, LP811 bag, in maker's box 
£70-90

536 A Canon Extender EF 2x III, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front & rear caps, LP811 bag, in maker's box 
£150-250

537 A Canon RF 24-240mm f/4-6.3 IS USM Lens, serial no 2372000049, focusing working, barrel VG-E, elements 
VG-E, with front & rear caps, JCC LH-78F hood, JCC lens bag, in maker's box 
£500-700

538 A Canon RF 100-400mm f/5.6-8 IS USM Lens, serial no 1832003204, focusing working, barrel VG-E, elements 
VG-E, with front & rear caps, in makers box 
£350-450

539 A Canon EF-EOS R Mount Adapter, VG-E, with front & rear caps, in case, in maker's box 
£60-80

540 A Sigma 105mm f/2.8 HSM EX DG Macro OS Lens, auto focus working, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front 
& rear caps, APS-C hood adapter, manual, Sigma lens case, in maker's box 
£150-250

541 A Sigma Art 35mm f/1.4 DG Lens auto focus working, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front & rear caps, lens 
hood, manual, Sigma lens case, in maker's box 
£250-350

542 A Sigma Art 20mm f/1.4 DG Lens, auto focus working, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front & rear caps, 
Sigma lens case, in maker's box 
£300-400

543 A Sigma 17-50mm f/2-8 HSM EX DC OS Lens, auto focus working, barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with front & 
rear caps, hood, manual, Sigma lens case, in maker's box 
£100-150

544 A Canon FD 24mm f/1.4 L Lens, serial no 10429, barrel VG, elements G-VG, with front/rear caps and BW-72 
hood 
£3,000-4,000
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545 A Sigma DG Macro 28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Lens, serial no 3027940, auto focus working, barrel VG, fading to grip, 
elements VG, with front/rear caps and hood 
£50-70

546 A Canon FL 19mm f/3.5 R Lens, serial no 15768, barrel G, some light paint wear to grips, elements G, with rear 
cap 
£400-600

547 A Canon 85mm f/1.9 Lens, Canon screw mount, chrome, serial no 68121, barrel G-VG, light marks to grip, 
elemens G, light cleaning marks, with front and rear caps 
£200-250

548 A Panasonic H-X015 Lumix G Leica DG Summilux 15mm f/1.7 ASPH Lens, focusing working, barrel VG, 
elements VG-E, with H-X-015 hood, hood cap, front & rear cap, lens manual, in maker's box 
£250-350

549 A Panasonic H-ES045 Lumix G Leica DG Macro Elmarit 45mm f/2.8 ASPH Lens, focusing working, barrel VG, 
elements VG-E, with front and rear caps, in Lumix Lens bag 
£100-150

550 A Panasonic H-ES12060 Lumix G Leica DG Vario Elmarit 12-60mm f/2.8-4 ASPH Lens, focusing working, barrel 
G, light paint wear to grip, elements VG, with front & rear caps, hood in Lumix lens bag 
£300-400

551 A Panasonic H-FS014042 Lumix G Vario 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ASPH Mega O.I.S. Lens, focusing working, barrel 
VG, elements VG, with front & rear caps, hood, in Lumix lens bag 
£40-60

552 A Panasonic H-FS045200 Lumix G Vario 45-200mm f/4-5.6 Mega O.I.S. Lens, focusing working, barrel VG, 
elements VG. With front cap, Sigma rear cap, hood, lens manual, Lumix lens bag, in maker's box 
£80-120

553 A Panasonic H-FS100300 Lumix G Vario 100-300mm f/4-5.6 Mega O.I.S. Lens, focusing working, barrel VG, 
elements VG, with front & rear caps, hood, lens manual, Lumix lens bag, in maker's box 
£150-250

554 A Panasonic H-RS100400 Lumix G Leica DG Vario Elmar 100-400mm f/4-6.3 ASPH Power O.I.S. Lens, 
focusing working, barrel VG, elements VG, with front & rear caps, hood, lens bracket, hood, in maker's box 
£500-700

555 A Minolta AF 28-70mm f/ 2.8G Lens, serial no 34001300, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, with 
front/rear caps, hood, lens case, manual, in maker's box 
£70-90

556 A Minolta AF 100-300mm f/4.5-5.6 D APO Lens, serial no 58012827, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements 
VG, with front/rear caps, hood, manual, in maker's box 
£40-60

557 A Minolta AF 80-200mm f/2.8 APO Lens, serial no 21101081, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, with 
front/rear caps, hood, lens case, manual, in maker's box 
£200-250

558 A Sony DT 11-18mm f/4.5-5.6 Lens, Sony A mount, auto focus working, barrel G, elements VG, with SH009 
hood, front and rear caps 
£60-80

559 A Sony Zeiss Vario Sonnar T* 24-70mm f/2.8 SSM ZA Lens, Sony A mount, auto focus working, barrel G-VG, 
elements VG, with ALC-SH101 hood, front/rear caps, in Sony lens bag 
£150-250

560 A Carl Zeiss Distagon 24mm f/2 Cine Lens, 35mm Arriflex Standard mount, serial no 5456203, barrel F-G, paint 
wear to grip, some brassing, elements F-G, some fungus, light scratches to front element, with rear cap 
£120-180
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561 A Carl Zeiss Distagon 16mm f/2 Cine Lens, 35mm Arriflex Standard mount, serial no 5298966, barrel P-F, paint 
wear, scratches, dings to filter ring, elements P, seperation to front element, fungus, with Zeiss rear cap 
£100-150

562 A Sigma 19mm f/2.8 DN Lens, Sony E mount, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, with front/rear caps 
and hood 
£50-70

563 A Dallmeyer 25mm f/1.9 Super-Six Projection Lens, serial no 6693555, barrel G, some light wear, elements G-
VG, in matching serial number maker's box 
£200-300

564 A Sony FE 50mm f/2.8 Macro Lens, SEL50M28, Sony E mount, auto focus working, barrel VG, elements VG, 
with front/rear caps and manual, in maker's box 
£150-250

565 A Sony FE 90mm f/2.8 Macro G OSS Lens, SEL90M28G, Sony E mount, auto focus working, barrel VG, 
elements VG, with front/rear caps, hood, lens bag and manual, in maker's box 
£300-400

566 An Unmarked Brass Camera Lens, with rack & pinion focusing, waterhouse stop slot, focusing moves freely, 
barrel lenth 13cm, font element diameter 6cm, rear 5.5cm approx, some tarnishing scratches to barrel, elements 
G, with front cap 
£70-90

567 An Aldis Brothers 16.25 Inch f/7.7 Anastigmat Brass Lens, serial no 171244, barrel G, some paint wear to 
aperture grip, elements G, with front cap 
£60-80

568 A Helios-40 85mm f/1.5 Pre Set Lens, M42 mount, serial no 640788, chrome barrel G, some light scratches & 
wear, elements G-VG, with three filter set, front and rear caps, in fitted case 
£200-300

569 A Sigma DX 10-20mm f/4-5.6 DC HSM Lens, Nikon AF mount, serial no 2034557, auto focus working, barrel G-
VG, some fading to grip, elements VG, with front/rear caps, hood, manual, lens case, in maker's box 
£70-90

570 A Sony Carl Zeiss T* 16-80mm f/3.5-4.5 DT ZA Vario Sonnar Lens, Sony Alpha mount, serial no 37174710, auto 
focus working, barrel VG, elements VG-E, with SH0005 hood, front & rear caps, lens manual, matching serial 
number inspection card and Sony lens bag 
£100-150

571 A Sony Carl Zeiss T* 85mm f/1.4 ZA Planar Lens, Sony Alpha mount, serial no 37151132, auto focus working, 
barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with SH0002 hood, front & rear caps, matching serial number inspection card, 
warranty card, lens manuals, all original packaging, in maker's box 
£300-500

572 A Sony Carl Zeiss T* 135mm f/1.8 ZA Sonnar Lens, Sony Alpha mount, serial no 39437807, auto focus working, 
barrel VG-E, elements VG-E, with SH0003 hood, front & rear caps, matching serial number inspection card, lens 
manuals, all original packaging, Sony lens bag, in maker's box 
£400-600

573 A Sony Carl Zeiss T* 16-35mm f/2.8 ZA SSM Vario Sonnar Lens, Sony Alpha mount, serial no 44727581, auto 
focus working, barrel VG, some fading to grip, elements VG-E, with ALC-SH106 hood, front & rear caps, 
matching serial number inspection card, lens manuals, all original packaging, Sony lens bag, in maker's box 
£300-500

574 A Sony Carl Zeiss T* 24-70mm f/2.8 ZA SSM Vario Sonnar Lens, Sony Alpha mount, serial no 39422058, auto 
focus working, barrel VG, some light fading to grip, elements VG-E, with ALC-SH101 hood, front & rear caps, 
matching serial number insection card, lens manuals, original packaging, Sony lens bag, in maker's box 
£300-500

575 A Panasonic Lumix G 14mm f/2.5 ASPH Lens, focusing working, barrel VG, elements VG, with rear cap, lens 
bag, in maker's box 
£80-120
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576 A Panasonic H-ES045 Lumix G Leica DG Macro Elmarit 45mm f/2.8 ASPH Mega O.I.S. Lens, focusing working, 
barrel VG, elements VG, with H-ES045 hood, front & rear caps, lens bag, in maker's box 
£120-180

577 A Fujinon 3.5cm f/2 Lens, L39 mount rangefinder coupled lens, with large three sides focusing grip, serial no 
200208, barrel G, elements G, some light scratches from cleaning 
£300-500

578 Two Unmarked Brass Lenses, both with rack & pinion focusing, all moves freely, one with No 3 waterhouse stop, 
9cm long, elements 4.7cm diameter approx, some tarnising to brass, elements G, in lens board, other with leaf 
aperture, 9cm long, elements 4.7 approx diameter, some tarnishing to brass, elements G 
£80-120

579 A Zenza Bronica SQ-Ai Camera, serial no 1513495, shutter working, body G-VG, with Zenzanon PS 80mm f/2.8 
lens, serial no 8322316, barrel G-VG, elements VG, no hand crank, with waist level finder, speed grip S, missing 
connecting plate to crank, SQi 120 back, dark slide, manual and conponents maker's boxes 
£300-500

580 Two Zenza Bronica SQ Film Backs, a SQ 6x4.5 120J back, with spool and a SQ W 135 back, with film holder, 
both with dark slides, G-VG 
£150-250

581 A Zenza Bronica SQ-A AE Prism Finder S, finder responsive, G-VG, with cap, in maker's box 
£80-120

582 A Zenza Bronica Zenzanon-PS 40mm f/4 lens, sertial no 4400709, shutter working, barrel VG, elements VG, 
with front and rear caps 
£200-300

583 A Zenza Bronica ERTS Camera, serial no 7308899, shutter working, body G-VG, with Zenzanon MC 150mm 
f/3.5 lens, shutter working, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with 120 back, AE-II prism finder, finder working, some 
lifting to leatherette on top of finder, with speed grip E, hand crank, body cap, lens caps, maker's boxes for lens 
and camera and manuals 
£300-500

584 A Graflex Pacemaker Speed Graphic Press Camera, 2¼ x 3¼'', serial no B27822, focal plane shutter working, 
rangefinder functions, body G, some wear, with Kodak Ektar 105mm f/3.7 lens, shutter working, six DDS from 
several manufactuters, Kalart flash, Heiland Strobonar I flash unit, with battery pack, AF, and copy of Graphic 
Graflex Photography by Morgan and Lester, in case 
£120-180

585 A Hasselblad 500C/M Gold Exclusive 30th Anniversary Camera, manufactured in a limited numbered edition of 
1400, camera number 000530, serial no RT 1401482, with Carl Zeiss T* 80mm f/2.8 CF lens, serial no 6953573, 
with A12 back, dark slide, lens cap, in new unused condition, appears excellent throughout, with manual 
Hasselblad booklet, warranty cards, in maker's box, in maker's outer sleeve 
£2,500-3,500

586 A Hasselblad 503CX 50th Anniversary Golden Blue Camera, camera number 296, serial no 01EV10213, with 
Carl Zeiss T* 80mm f/2.8 CF Planar lens, with A12 back, dark slide, lens cap, in new unused condition, appears 
excellent throughout, with manual, warranty registration cards, Hasselblad distributor's card, Hasselblad forum 
insurance form, mailing list card, with camera case, in maker's box, in maker's outer sleeve 
£2,500-3,500

587 A Mamiya C220 Professional F TLR Camera, serial no W 109554, body G-VG, some light paint scratches to top 
film door and top front edge, bellows VG, with Mamiya Sekor S 80mm f2.8 blue dot lens, shutter working, barrel 
VG, elements G-VG 
£180-220

588 A Mamiya C330 Professional F TLR Camera, serial no D 109298, body VG, bellows VG, shutter working, with 
Mamiya-Sekor 80mm f/2.8 blue dot lens, shutter working, barrel VG, elements VG, with lens cap, manual, in 
maker's box 
£250-350
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589 A Rolleiflex SLX Camera Body, serial no 4803868, shutter working, body G-VG, with battery and SLX 1hr 
charger 
£180-220

590 A Rolleiflex 3.5 F TLR Camera, model I, serial no 2211961, shutter working, meter responsive, self-timer 
working, body G, some wear to edges, front plate, with Carl Zeiss 75mm f/3.5 Planar lens, elements F-G, light 
fungus spots, some scratches from cleaning, with manual, in worn ERC 
£280-320

591 A Hasselblad Carl Zeiss T* 150mm f/4 Sonnar Lens, serial no 6351099, shutter working, barrel G-VG, slight 
paint wear to filter ring, elements G-VG, with front/rear caps and Hasselblad 150 hood 
£120-180

592 A Hasselblad Carl Zeiss T* 50mm f/4 Distagon Lens, serial no 5968401, shutter working, barrel G, 2cm 
white/silver pen mark to one side, elements G-VG, with bottom of maker's bubble, unbranded front cap and 
Hasselblad 50mm hood 
£180-220

593 A Hasselblad A70 Film Back, G-VG, with dark slide 
£40-60

594 A Contax 645 Professional Outfit, serial no 003262, shutter working, appears to function as should, body VG, 
with Carl Zeiss T* 80mm f/2 Planar lens, serial no 8768157, auto focus working, shutter working, barrel VG, light 
fading to grip, elements VG, AE prism finder MF-1, display/metering working, film back holder, dark slide, 
120/220 film insert, body & lens caps, GB-72 hood, manual, component maker's boxes and maker's outer box 
£2,000-3,000

595 A Contax Carl Zeiss T* 35mm f/3.5 Distagon Lens, Contax 645 mount, serial no 8788993, auto focus working, 
shutter working, barrel VG, elements VG, with GB-101 hood, front & rear caps, Contax P filter, lens, hood & filter 
maker's boxes and Contax lens bag 
£300-500

596 A Contax Carl Zeiss T* 140mm f/2.8 Sonnar Lens, Contax 645 mount, serial no8779548, auto focus working, 
shutter working, barrel VG, some fading to grip, elements VG, with front rear & caps, maker's box and Contax 
lens bag 
£300-500

597 Contax 645 Accessories, a MP-1 battery holder, MFS-1 focusing screen, MFB-1A 120/220 film insert, AT-1 quick 
shoe adapter and a LA-50 cable switch, all VG, all in maker's boxes, with a Metz 40MZ-3i flash unit and SCA 
3801 flash adapter 
£80-120

598 A Rolleiflex 2.8F TLR Camera, serial no 2403627, shutter working, meter responsive, body G-VG, some light 
wear, with Carl Zeiss 80mm f/2.8 Planar lens, elements F-G, fungus spots to front & rear elements, lens cap, 
lens hood, Rolleinar 12, 3, close up lenses, grun, gelb mittel, orange, hellblau filters, in cases and worn ERC 
£600-800

599 A Rolleiflex 3.5E TLR Camera, type 1, serial no 1760411, shutter sluggish on slow speeds, meter responsive, 
body G, some scuffs to leatherette, some scratches to edges, with Carl Zeiss 75mm f/3.5 Planar lens, elements 
G, some light fungus, light scratches from cleaning, lens cap, Rolleinar 2 close up lens, R II hood, in ERC 
£200-300

600 A Hasselblad 500C Camera, chrome. Serial no TI 55575, shutter working, body G, some light wear to base 
plate, with Carl Zeiss T* 80mm f/2.8 Planar lens, serial no 6267921, shutter working, barrel G, some paint wear 
to filter ring, inner mount ring slightly rough, elements G, slight clouding/fungus, some light scratches from 
cleaning, with A24 film back, dark slide an1x HZ -0 filter 
£500-700

601 A Rolleiflex X-Sync TLR Camera, serial no 1168038, shutter sticking on slow speeds, body G, some scuffs to 
leatherette, some scratches to edges, with Zeiss Opton T 75mm f/3.5 Tessar lens, elemenst F-G, lens hood, lens 
cap, boxed geib mittel filter, in worn ERC 
£120-180
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602 A Pentax 645n Camera, serial no 2976625, power issue, not powering up, battery compartment clean, body VG, 
with SMC Pentax-FA 645 75mm f/2.8 lens, barrel VG, elements VG, additional 120 film holder, AF 280 T flash, 
lens & body caps, all in maker's boxes 
£200-300

603 A Rolleiflex 2.8F TLR Camera, serial no 2429788, shutter slightly sluggish on slow speeds, meter responsive, 
body G-VG, with Carl Zeiss 80mm f/2.8 Planar lens, elements G, with front cap, lens hood, Rolleinar 1 close up 
lens, in maker's box, manual and damaged ERC 
£700-900

604 A Mamiya 645 1000S Camera, serial no L 164765, shutter working, metered finder responsive, body G-VG, 
some light paint wear to edges, with Mamiya Sekor C 80mm f/2.8 lens, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with 
Mamiya diopter magnifier and a roll of 120 Fujicolor 400 Super G Plus film 
£250-350

605 A Rolleicord V TLR Camera, serial no 1515565, shutter sluggish in slow speeds, body G-VG, light paint scrath to 
base edge, with Schneider Kreuznach 75mm f/3.5 lens, elements G, some light fungus spots, with unbranded 
front cap, in ERC 
£80-120

606 A Benro GH2 Gimbal Head, VG-E, with QR clamp, QR mounting plate, manual, warranty card, in maker's box 
£80-120

607 A Gitzo GT 3320 BS Tripod, with Gitzo GH 1780 ball head, VG-E 
£70-90

608 A Gitzo GT 4543 LS SER 4S L Carbon Fibre Tripod, with Gitzo leg wraps, VG-E, in maker's box 
£150-250

609 A Manfrotto MHXPRO-BHQ6 Tripod Ball Head, VG-E, in maker's box, with 055LC center column, VG, 349 
column clamp and two Manfrotto bags, VG 
£60-80

610 A Manfrotto MVH400AH Befree Live Fluid Video Head, VG-E, with 243 clamp, in maker's box 
£40-60

611 A Sirui T-005KX Tripod, with C-10S ball head, VG-E, tripod bag, in maker's box 
£40-60

612 A Billingham Camera Bag, black canvas, L40cm x W25cm x H24cm approx, with inserts, G-VG 
£50-70

613 A Billingham Camera Bag, tan canvas, with front compartment, L22cm x W25cm X H25cm approx, with inserts, 
G, some general wear 
£50-70

614 Flash Units and Flash Accessories, a Nikon SB-900 flash, with SD-8A battery pack, a Nisan MG8000 and 
Marumi DRF14N ring flash, all working on test, a Pocketwizard Plus III remote trigger, two Pocketwizard Plus II 
transceivers, a Pocketwizard Mini TT1 transmiter, an AC3 zone controller and two Pocketwizard Flex TT5 
transceivers, untested, VG, with an Intuos 3 graphics tables, untested, G 
£150-250

615 A Rolleiflex Stereo Attachment Slide Bar, all moves freely, G-VG, some light wear 
£30-50

616 A Gitzo G1329 MK2 Carbon Fibre Tripod, G, some light wear, some light surface oxidation to bolt heads, with 
center coloumn and Gitzo GH2750CR pan & tilt head, VG 
£80-120

617 Two Manfrotto Auto Poles, VG, 2.1m extending to 3.6m 
£80-120

618 A Manfrotto 087NW Wind Up Light Stand, from auction The Collection of the late Earl of Lichfield, SAS, 17 July 
2014, G-VG, all moves freely 
£150-250
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619 Two Sony Alpha Flash Units, a Sony HVL-F58AM unit, working on test, in maker's box and an unboxed HVL-
F56AM, working on test 
£80-120

620 Out of Date 120 Film Stock, circa 2005, ten rolls of Fujichrome RDP III Provia 100F ISO 100, in unopend boxes, 
four rolls of Fijicolor Reala ISO 1OO, still sealed in opened box and a roll of Fujicolor Superia 400, in unopened 
box 
£60-80

621 A Sekonic L-508 Zoom Master Light Meter, powers up, appears to function as should, VG, in Sekonic case 
£100-150

622 A Durst Modular 70 Enlarger, untested, with Durst Modular 70 color head, Rodagon 80mm f/4 Rodenstock lens, 
El Nikkor 50mm f/2.8 lens, both VG, in keepers, with lens mounts, Durst SIDIA 5x5, Sivoma 35 (2), Sixma 45, 
35, Sivoma 66 masking frames, Newton ring prevention glass (3), Durst Labometer, untested, VG, with manual, 
in makers box and two Durst 100S Colamps, no power cable 
£200-300

623 Three Kodak Blow Up Beach Bags & Pillows, all branded Kodak, 'Kodacolor VR' film, for color prints, disk, G 
£40-60

624 Kodak Ephemera, three A4 folders with technical data magazines, other magazines with titles such as Basic 
Scientific Photography, Basic Photography for the Graphic Arts, Light Reading, Photomicrography of Metals, 
Kodak Studio Light Centenial Issue, 1983, 1985, 1992 & 1993 Kodak desk diaries, The BFB course in freelance 
photography & photo journalism and other related ephemera, a quantity 
£30-50

625 An Optolyth TBS 80 Spotting Scope, with Opyolyth 30xWW eyepiece, body G-VG, some minor marks, elements 
VG, with front cap, in stay-on case 
£80-120

626 An Optolyth TBG 65 Spotting Scope, with Opyolyth 30xWW eyepiece, body VG, elements VG, with front cap, in 
soft case 
£60-80

627 An Optolyth 30x75 Ceralin Draw Tube Spotting Scope, body G-VG, elements VG, in Optolyth leather case, VG 
£80-120

628 An Optolyth 22x60 Ceralin Spotting Scope, body G, some paint wear, elements VG, in unbranded case 
£70-90

629 A Leica APO Televid 77 Spotting Scope, with B20x-60x eyepiece, body VG, elements VG, with caps, Televid 77 
stay on case and eyepiece case 
£500-700

630 A Leica Televid T77 32 x WW/T62 26 x WW Okular Eyepiece, body VG, elements VG, with caps, case, in 
makers box 
£70-90

631 A Minox MD 62 Spotting Scope, with 21-42x L.E.R eyepiece, body VG, elements VG, with caps, Minox case, in 
maker's boxes 
£120-180

632 A Minox 20-45x Okular Eyepiece, body G-VG, elements VG, with caps, in maker's box 
£70-90

633 An Opticron DBA VHD+ 8X32 Waterproof Monocular, body VG, elements VG, with caps, strap, Opticron case, 
manual, in maker's box 
£120-180

634 A Pair Leitz Wetzlar 8x40 B Trinovid Binoculars, serial no 763270, body G-VG elements VG, in Leitz case 
£120-180

635 A Pair of Leica 7x35 Trinovid 40714 Binoculars, black, made in Portugal, body VG, elements VG, with rear cap, 
case, strap, manual, in maker's box 
£500-700
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636 A Pair of Leitz 72x42 BA Trinovid binoculars, made in Portugal, serial no 887064, black with green eye cups, 
body G, light wear, elements G-VG, in soft case 
£150-250

637 A Pair of Leica 10x42 BA Trinovid binoculars, made in Germany, serial no 1018822, body G, some light marks, 
elements VG, with rear caps, in Leica soft case 
£250-350

638 A Pair of Leitz Binoculars, unmarked apart from Leitz logo & made by Leitz Portugal, body G, elements VG, with 
rear cap, in soft case 
£150-250

639 A Pair of Leitz Wetzlar 8x32 Trinovid Binoculars, serial no 627575, body G, some light paint wear to edges, 
elements F-G, clouding to L/H elements, with strap 
£70-90

640 A Pair of Minox BL 8x33 HD Binoculars, body VG-E, elements VG-E, with front/rear caps, Minox case, manual, 
in maker's box 
£200-300

641 A Pair of Olympus 8x40 DPS I Binoculars, body G-VG, elements VG, with strap, in maker's box 
£40-60

642 A Pair of Nikon Monarch 5 10x42 Binoculars. body VG, elements VG, with front/rear caps, case, strap, manuals, 
warranty cards, in maker's box 
£120-180

643 A Pair of Zeiss Dialyt 7x42 B T*P* Classic Binoculars. body G-VG, elements VG, with rear cap, soft case and 
maker's box 
£300-500

644 A Pair of Carl Zeiss Jena Notarem 10x40B MC Binoculars, body VG, elements VG, with push on glare filters, in 
unbranded case 
£80-120

645 A Pair of blc (Zeiss) 7x50 WWII German U-Boat Binoculars, serial no 54390, circa 1943, markings under rubber 
armour on right hand prism plate 7 x 50, serial no 54390, blc, re-painted by hand, possibly period, body G, some 
slight deterioration to rubber armour edges, elements G, some light fungus to rear right hand optics, light fungus 
to front & rear left hand optics 
£500-700

646 A Pair of Ross WWII British Military x10 Captain's Binoculars, serial no 118726, markings on right hand prism 
plate read ROSS London, 1940, with broad arrow, on left hand prism plate read Power 10 Field 5¼° No 118726, 
AC.2010, with broad arrow, with rubber eye cups, body G, some paint scratches, elements G, some light 
clouding, light fungus 
£300-500

647 A Pair of Barr & Stroud WWII 7x British Military Binoculars, serial no 75009, markings on right hand prism plate 
read A.R No 1900A, Serial No 75009, marked with broad arrow, on left hand prism plate Barr & Stroud, 7X 
CF41, Glassgow & London, body G, some paint chips around prism end, elements F, some bubbling/balsam 
deterioration to eye optics, with eye caps, in case 
£30-50

648 A Bolex H16 EBM Electric 16mm Cine Camera, untested, body G-VG, with battery grip, terminals clean, slight 
signs of previous battery leakage, remote cable,EBM electric base, Bolex charger, damaged battery, with Kern 
Vario Switar 16-100mm f/1.9 POE Bolex H15RX lens, serial no 1119327, barrel G, light wear, elements G, some 
light fungus spots, Kern Macro Switar 25mm f/1.1 lens, Bolex C adapter, barrel G, elements F, lens shade, in 
Bolex aluminium case 
£1,500-2,000

649 A Bolex H8 Cine Camera, serial no 122803, 1966, motor runs, body G, some light wear, no eye level finder, with 
SOM Berthiot 12.5-36mm f/2.8 Pan Cinor lens, with finder, barrel G, elements G, turret revolving handle has to 
be removed to attach lens 
£100-150
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650 A Group of O.D.F. 35mm Film Strips, titles including La Marche et les Sports, Lin De France, Bonjour Lumiere, 
L'Incendie, La Poussiere, Bien s'Eclairer, La Roue and others, 25 plus, with eight Pathescope 9.5mm cine films, 
not viewed 
£20-30

651 A Cine Kodak Model K 16mm Cine Camera, motor runs, body G-VG, with 25mm f/1.9 and 18mm f/4.5 Kodak 
Anastigmat lens, barrels G, elements G, in fitted case 
£30-50

652 A Cine Kodak Model K 16mm Cine Camera, motor runs, body G, some light wear, with 25mm f/1.9 Kodak 
Anastigmat lens and 3in f/4.5 and Kodak Tele Photo lens, G, with Cine Kodak color filter, manual, in fitted case 
£30-50

653 A Bolex H16 Cine Camera, serial no 104953, 1954, motor runs, body G, some light wear, with eye level finder 
and Octameter finder, with Kern Paillard Yvar 75mm f2.8 lens, barrel G, elements F-G, some fungus and Kern 
Paillard Switar 25mm f/1.4 lens, barrel G, elements G, some light scratches from cleaning 
£150-250

654 A Cine Kodak Model BB 16mm Cine Camera, brown, motor runs, body G, light wear, with 25mm f/1.9 and 18mm 
f/4.5 Kodak Anastigmat lens, G, with Cine Kodak colour filter, manual, in fitted case 
£40-60

655 A Eumig C16 R 16mm Cine Camera, serial no 581648, motor runs, meter responsive, body G, light grime, with 
Eumigar 25mm f/1.9 lens, Eumicronar converters, G, caps and srand 
£50-70

656 A Som Berthiot Pan Cinor f/17.5-70mm f/2.4 Lens, C mount, serial no AC12145, with reflex finder, no handle, 
paint wear/scratches to finder, barrel G, elements F-G, some fungus, dark tiny dot to rear element, with rear cap 
£40-60

657 A Canon Auto Zoom 1014 Super 8 Cine camera, motor runs, zoom control working, otherwise untested, body G, 
with 7-70mm f/1.4 macro lens, elements G and front cap 
£70-90

658 A Canon Auto Zoom 1218 Super 8 Cine camera, signs of battery damage, power issue, body G, with 7.5-90mm 
f/1.8 lens, elements G, with front cap and hood 
£40-60

659 A Cine Kodak Special II 16mm Cine Camera, motor runs, appears to function as should, body G-VG, some light 
wear to base, with both crank arms, Cine Ektar 25mm f/1.4 lens & finder (no front cap), Cine Ektar 15mm f/2.5 
lens & finder, cine Ektar 63mm f/2 lens & finder, Cine Ektar 102mm f/2.7 lens & finder, barrels VG, elements VG, 
all with front & rear caps, a set of frame mask, in maker's carry case 
£200-300

660 A Siemens German WWII 16mm Bomb Recording Camera, untested, camera numbered 1068, with Wray 2in 
f/4.5 Supar lens, G, three plug in objectives numbered 928, 829 & 730, two mirrors numbered 928, thirteen 
16mm film cartridges, nine in fitted wooden case, various cables,all in fitted box, numbered 3862 
£60-80

661 A Shop Advertising Slide Projector, projector housed in wood paterned metal shell, with rotating slide fourteen 
slot metal slide carousel, powered by electronic motor, inner workings untested, AF, with three 30mm glass 
slides, one advertising best quality fish, Harrisons, Leeds, other saying buy a home of your own & other with 
image of house, with Cooke Anastigmat lens, F and an Enbeeco portable micro projector, untested, F-G 
£60-80

662 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica R4 SLR Camera, serial no 1629254, shutter working, meter responsive, body G-VG, with 
Leica Vario-Elmar-R 28-70 f/3.5-4 E60 lens, 3 CAM, serial no 3625901, barrel G-VG, light fading to grip, 
elements VG, with front cap and manual 
£200-300
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663 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica M2 Camera, serial no 1037669, 1961, shutter working, viewfinder clear, rangefinder 
working, self-timer working, body G, ding to top edge winder side, light scratches to top plate, with Leitz Wetzlar 
50mm f/2.8 Elmar lens, serial no 1911175, 1961, barrel G, light scratches to barrel, elements G-VG, with Leitz 
UVa filter, lens cap, body cap, MC light meter, meter responsive and manual 
£800-1,200

664 A Leitz Wetzlar M2 Camera, serial no 988718, 1960, shutter working, viewfinder clear, rangefinder working, self-
timer working, body G, small ding next to the word Wetzlar on top plate, light wear, with Leitz Wetzlar 3.5cm f/3.5
 Summaron lens, serial no 1595685, 1958, barrel G-VG, elements F-G, some fungus, with lens and body cap, 
with MR light meter, meter responsive 
£800-1,200

665 A Leica R-E SLR Camera, made in Germany, serial no 1797191, 1991, shutter working, meter working, shutter 
responds in auto, self-timer not working, with Leica 28-70mm f/3.5-4.5 E 60 Vario Elmar lens, 3 cam, made in 
Japan, serial no 3543912, barrel G, some paint wear, hood loose, elements G, some dust, with lens cap and 
Leica strap 
£180-220

666 A Leitz Wetzlar MD 24x27mm Post Camera, serial no 1286 792, 1972 shutter fires with quick release cable, 
button jammed, shutter speed dial missing, fires on one speed, body G, some paint scratches to front plate, 
some paint wear to back, with Leitz Wetzlar 35mm f/2.8 fixed Summaron lens, serial no 2312192, 1968, 
elements G 
£200-300

667 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica M2 Camera, serial no 988 898, 1960, shutter working, self timer working, rangefinder 
working, body G, light scratches to base plate, light wear to top plate, with Leitz Wetzlar 5cm f/2.8 elmar lens, 
serial no 1602757, 1958, barrel G-VG, slight wear to barrel, elements P, fungus/clouding, Leitz UVa filter, MC 
meter, meter responsive, lens cap, in ERC 
£800-1,200

668 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica M2 Camera Body, serial no 1054234, 1962, shutter working, self timer working, body VG, 
with body cap, manual, matching serial number Italian certificate, Italian insurance certificate, in Leica M2 box 
and Leica ERC 
£700-900

669 A Minolta M-Rokkor 40mm f/2 Lens, CLE/M mount, serial no 2123416, barrel G-VG, elements G, light fungus 
spots to rear element, with Leitz rear cap, Minolta front cap, lens hood, in maker's box 
£150-250

670 A Minolta M-Rokkor 90mm f/4 Lens, CLE/M mount, serial no 2015011, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with Leitz 
rear cap and lens hood 
£80-120

671 A Leitz Wetzlar 90mm f/2.8 Elmarit M Lens, 11129, serial no 2522905, 1972, barrel VG, elements VG, with 
12575 hood, front cap, in maker's bubble, with Leitz service card, in matching serial number maker's box 
£250-350

672 A Leitz 90mm f/2 Summicron-M E55 Lens, made in Canada, serial no 3574684, 1991, barrel VG, elements VG, 
with front and rear caps 
£450-550

673 A Leitz Canada 35mm f/2 Summicron-R Lens, serial no 2403043, 1970, 2 CAM, barrel G, light wear, elements 
G-VG, with VII hood, Leitz Uva filter and rear lens cap 
£350-450

674 A Leitz Wetzlar 50mm f/2 Summicron-R Lens, serial no 2431799, 1970, 2 cam, barrel G, light wear, elements G-
VG, with 12564 hood, front/rear caps and VI filter 
£180-220

675 A Leitz Canada 135mm f/2.8 Elmarit-R Lens, serial no 2730250, 1974, 3 cam, barrel G, light wear, elements G-
VG, with rear cap and VII filter 
£120-180
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676 A Leitz Wetzlar 5cm f/2 Dual Range Summicron-M Lens, serial no 1599737, 1958, barrel VG, elements G, with 
spectacles, front cap, in makers box and a IROOA lens hoos in maker's box 
£400-600

677 A Leitz Canada 90mm f/2.8 Tele-Elmarit-M Lens, 11800, serial no 3310446, barrel G-VG, elements G-VG, with 
Leica passport, warranty card and maker's box 
£150-250

678 A Leitz APO-Macro Elmarit-R 100mm f/2.8 E60 Lens, 11210, made in Germany, serial no 3468271, 1988, 3 
CAM, barrel G, some fading to grip, light wear, elements G-VG, with front/rear caps, Leitz Uva filter, manual, 
warranty card, in maker's box 
£300-500

679 A Leitz Wetzlar 28mm f/2.8 Elmarit-R Lens, 11 247, serial no 3367755, 1985, 3rd cam, barrel G-VG, elements G-
VG, with front/rear caps, HOOD, Leitz lens case, in matching serial number maker's box 
£250-350

680 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica IIIa Rangefinder Camera, serial no 174674, 1935, shutter working, rangefinder working, 
body G, brassing to base plate, top plate front edge, some scratches to base plate, with Leitz Elmar 5cm f/3.5 
lens, serial no 432409, 1938, barrel G, brassing to barrel, elements G, some light fungus, with lens cap 
£250-350

681 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica IIc Rangefinder Camera, serial no 450154, 1951, shutter sticking on 30th of second, 
otherwise working, some creasing to shutter curtain, body G, some wear to lettering on top plate, with Leitz 5cm 
f/3.5 Elmar lens, serial no 909938, 1951, barrel G, elements F-G, some fungus spots, with frony cap 
£200-300

682 A Leitz Wetzlar Leica Standard Model E Camera, chrome, serial no 196653, 1936, shutter working, body P-F, 
brassing to all dials, scratches, leatherette faded brown, lifting on front edges, with Leitz Wetzlar 9cm f/4 
black/chrome Elmar lens, serial no 295524, 1936, barrel F-G, dings to filter ring, paint wear/brassing, elements 
P-F, fungus, rear cap, VIDOM finder, F, 35mm film canister, push on yellow filter, in worn Leitz case 
£150-250

683 A Leitz Wetzar Leica IIIc Rangefinder Camera, serial no 410238, 1946-47, shutter sluggish on slow speeds, 
rangefinder working, body G, some scratches to base plate, light brassing to top plate/film rewind knob, with 
Leitz Wetzlar 5cm f/2 Summar lens, serial no 467200, 1938, barrel F-G, brassing to barrel, elementsF-G, some 
fungus/fogging to rear element 
£250-350

684 A Leitz Wetzlar 9cm f/4 ''Fat'' Elmar Lens, black/ nickel, rangefinder coupled mount, serial no 135984, 1932, 
barrel F, brassing & paint wear, elements P-F, fungus, light scratches, with front and rear caps 
£150-250

685 A Leitz Wetzlar 13.5cm f/4.5 Hektor Lens, black/chrome, serial no 176812, 1933, barrel F-G, brassing & paint 
wear, elements P-F, fungus, clouding, with rear lens cap 
£80-100

686 A Leitz Wetzlar 13.5cm f/4.5 Elmar Lens, black/chrome, serial no 1971181, barrel G, some light brassing to 
focus grip, elements F-G, some light fungus/clouding, with Elmar variable hood, front and rear caps 
£100-150

687 A Leitz Wetzlar 9cm f/4 Elmar Lens, black/chrome, serial no 458833, 1938, barrel F-G, brassing & light 
scratches, elements G, with front and rear caps 
£70-90

688 A Leitz 3.5cm f/3.5 Lens, serial no 297456, 1936, barrel G, elements F, clouding, with rear cap 
£100-150

689 A Leica Winder M, 14402, made in Canada, working, G-VG 
£60-80

690 A Leitz VIDOMCHROM Viewfinder, all moves freely, light wear, elements G-VG 
£30-50
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691 A Leitz WINTU Right Angle Finder, chrome, light wear, elements VG 
£30-50

692 A Leitz SCNOO Rapid Winder, all moves freely, some light surface scratches, light brassing to tripod mount 
edges, some paint scratches to inner 
£250-350

693 A Leitz WINTU Right Angle Finder, black, G, some brassing to foot, in maker's box 
£40-60

694 A Leitz FOKOS Rangefinder, black, dial in meters, finder funtions, G-VG, in makers box 
£40-60

695 A Leitz FOKOS Rangefinder, black, dial in feet, finder functions, with shoe attachment, G, in maker's box 
£40-60

696 A Leitz FOKOS Rangefinder, black, dial in feet, finder functions, G-VG, in makers box 
£40-60

697 A Leitz FODIS Rangefinder, FODUA finder, in case, finder functions, G 
£50-70

698 A Leitz SFTOO Telyt f=20cm Finder, G-VG, in maker's box 
£40-60

699 A Leitz SQTOO Telyt f=40cm Finder, G-VG, in maker's box 
£40-60

700 A Leitz SBOOI 5cm Brightline Finder, G-VG, in Leitz Case 
£60-80
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